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Abstract
A transformational nursing simulation program that incorporates a holistic approach in caring
for the caregiver is the focus for a Master's Field Project paper. As an alternative to the
construction of a generic nursing simulation center that is limited to the education of
knowledge and skills, a larger vision centered in Margaret Newman's nursing theory, Health
as Expanding Consciousness is proposed. Business models, an incremental approach and
practical suggestions are offered in support of healthctrre organizations working toward a
Center for Nursing Arts and Sciences in times of economic challenge.
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Chapter 1
lntroduction
ln October of 2007, a new model for nursing orientation and continuing education was
introduced within the University of Minnesota Medical Center, Fairview (UMMC, Fairview).
Budgeted dollars once used to pay registered nurses to participate in multiple days of
predominantly didactic training would be used to purchase electronic learning (e-learning)
programs and to develop a nursing simulation laboratory. In addition, the Organizational
Learning Department would be de-centralized and selected learning specialists would be
expanding their roles to become Clinical Development Specialists (CDS). The goal was to
position nurse educators closer to patient units and to provide oversight to the RN orientation
process.
Substantive e-leaming programs were prrchased, including Mosby's Nursing Skills, the
Ernergency Nurse's Association's (ENA's) orientation program and Essentials to Critical
Care Nursing. Also, the creation of a nursing simulation program was in its beginning
stages, Believing in the significance of hands-on education and with a background as nurse
educator to emergency departments and nursing float pool staff, it was a natural transition for
the Clinical Development Specialist (CDS) assigned to these areas to assist in the
development of the nusing simulation program within a healthcare organization.
Development of a simulation center within the University of Minnesota Medical
Center, Fairview became the goal of this graduate project and subject of this paper. The
project's timeline began with the first meeting of the Education Simulation Collaborative on
April gtr, 2008. Present at the meeting were the former Chief Executive Nurse, now VP of
Patient/Family Services at IIMMC, Fairview; Dean of the University of Minnesota School of
1
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Nursing, Associate Dean of Nursing at The College of St. Catherine, Associate Professor and
Chair of Leadership, Systems, Informatics & Policy to the lJniversity of Minnesota School of
Nursing; UMMC, Fairview Medical Intensive Care nurse manager, Clinical Development
Manager, and the author of this project. The task given to this group was to explore the
possibility of a nursing simulation center that could serve both the schools of nursing and the
medical center. Due to the lack of aresearch component withinthe project, Fairview's
Research Administration staff determined that IRB submission was not required.
Contribution pf Proiect to Nursi{lgKnowledge and Pra.ctice
Simulation training is where inanimate meets animate in order to rehearse the
application of skills, gain insight, and ignite the inspiration that comes from increased
conJidence. It is an educational method whereby nurses are able to immerse themselves in a
learning environment duplicative of their working environmerrt, practice nursing procedures
and processes, and critically analyze their performance. Medical schools have integrated
simulation training into their curricula for years and studies have shown "repeated and
deliberate practice makes for proficiency" (Sachdeva, 2008). Fairview Health Services
physicians first led the development of simulation training within the health system as it had
demonstrated an ability to "improve perinatal safety" through interdisciplinary team training
(Miller, K., Riley, W., Davis, S., & Hansen, 2008, p. 105). Secondary to physician
leadership, two of Fairview's seven hospitals have purchased and have begun utilizing high-
fidelity simulation in their nursing orientation and ongoing competency training programs for
nurses. With this precedence in place, simulation training for nurses was underway.
Nrusing simulation training is seen as an eff'ective way in which to practice
standardized roles or procedr:res without risk to the patient or nurse. It provides the
2
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opporrunity for immediate feedback and the correction of errors, plus an educator does not
have to wait for the appropriate patient scenario in order to provide the necessary training.
As a quaternary healthcare institution with 469,506 annual outpatient visits and 1,868
licensed beds (2007), UMMC, Fairview is a teachirrg hospital that provides educational
opporfunities to a large number of nruses and paraprofessionals. In addition, the medical
center is a clinical training site for an estimated 600 nursing students per year through its
affiliations with 37 nrrsing schools. As such, there is a great potential for use of a simulation
center. Furthermore, , a sitnulation center can be further substantiated for competency
assessment and training prior to an RN's fi"rnctioning independently within the clinical
setting.
Fairview Health Service's internet site (2007) for education and training speaks of the
medical center's commitment to ongoing education and informs nursing personnel that, "we
offer education and training, internships and scholarships to support yogr career goals."
UMMC, Fairview's Senior Vice President of Patient and Family Services and Chief
Operating Officer for the Amplatz Children's Hospital said in 2006, "Education is a
cornerstone of our organization. As the largest teaching hospital in the state, we have a
learning environment unlike other hospitals" (Taranto, 2006). Hundreds of registered nurses
work for the Universrff of Minnesota Medical Center, Fairview (UMMC, Fairview) in an
environment that is conducive to education and where an opporhmify to advocate for a
nr.using simulation center is seen as an opportunity.
For fi:rther evidence to support nursing education through a simulation center, the
Institute of Medicine's (IOM) initial report in the Quality Chasm Series, To Err Is Human:
Building a Safer Health System.(2Q04), makes the observation that nurses are the health care
J
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providers with whom patients spend the most time and on whom patients are most dependent
for recovery. Unforfunately, Del Bueno's (2005) research has found that only 35% of new
graduates are able to meet entry level expectations for clinical judgment, thus jeopardizing
patient safety and quality nursing care. Additionally, the IOM report has identified a failure
on the part of organizations to follow "five essential management practices" (2004, p. 20).
One of the management practice failures is the inability of organizations to maintain a
balance of tension between efficiency and reliability due to the need to contain costs. The
healthcare business model has become the predominant voice in a caring environment where
much of the pressure is on productivity and not the relationship with patients and their
families" A second finding of the report is that as a result of not involving nurses in a work
flow redesign, the'toice of nurses in patient care has diminished" (2004,p. 20).The IOM's
research has uncovered a sense of mistrust among nurses for hospital administration and has
urged that as changes occur, training for the change is imperative. Finally, the Institute of
Medicine report recorlmends the need to create a learning organization that is aggressively
involved in managing the learning process.
Nurses today continuously work within the tension created between their impact from
caring and a sense of futility that emanates from a business model used in the care of ill and
injnred people. In a battle where physicians, who according to Herzlinger (20A7,p.1) are
"most closely aligned with ow welfare" are losing the war between themselves, health
insurers, hospitals, and govemment for control of the $2 trillion U.S. health care system, it is
about productiviry and not presence with a patient. One experienced nurse expressed this
sentiment by saying, "flve years flBo, I would leave at the end of my shift feeling as though I
4
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had accomplished all I needed to do. Today, I must be satisfied having done the best I can for
my patients" (Grams, 2008).
An example for how the voice of nursing has diminished is seen in senior leadership's
announcement in late 2008 to re-design multiple in-patient units within UMMC, Fairview.
Nr:rsing administration found itself in the position of having to rapidly adapt staffing patterns
and nursing skill levels in order to avoid layoffs and reduce costs to a more competitive level
with other local hospitals. Some RNs were asked to make difficult decisions regarding their
job descriptions and adapt to a new schedule and unit while providing ongoing quality care to
their patients. Educators on some of these units were expected to orient up to fifty staff over
a limited period of time using electronic learning pro$ams, education "on the fly"
approaches, and traditional orientee/preceptor experiences.
Only during the later phases of the new re-design, did nursing educators discover a
high fidelity mannequin in storage at Fairview corporate which was used on a limited use
basis for education and the remediation of staffwithin these newly created units. The limited
basis was due to a lack of simulation training and experience plus the urgency for the
training. If a comprehensive and evolved nursing simulation center would have been in place,
it could have provided staff with ready access to resources which support not only the
clinical skills of the nurse but what lzzo and Klein call a caregiver's "soulfulness or sense of
aliveness" (Izzo & Klein , 1999, p. 73). Through the propinquity of nursing leaders,
educators, and bedside care providers, additional ongoing mutual support could have been
realized.
Just as not involving workers in work flow design decisions is expensive, so is the
initial investment and subsequent substantial costs to maintain a nursing simulation center.
5
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However, healthcare organizations must look at the return on investment in support of
nursing education. Pellegrino and Thomasrna (1993) have written of the inconsistency
between compassion and a well-mearring, empathetic, but incompetent practitioner.
Combined with the nursing shortage, increased numbers of patients living longer, a complex
healthcare system that is designed to treat and not prevent illness, and the rising nurnbers of
un-insured, hospitals must find a way to support the very people who are in attendance with
patients at all times. Caring for the patients' and their farnilies' physical, emotional,
psychological, spiritual, ord social needs, hospitals must begin to embrace and support the
fact that an investment in quality and ongoing nursing education decreases costs. The
investment reduces the incidences of "failure to rescue," and improves the nurse's aptifude
for critical thinking and sound decision making.
Nursing theorists such as Marilyn A. Ray continue to investigate methods for
calculating the monetary value of care while at the same time advocating for nursing
resources in a competitive atmosphere. However, concepts found within her Holographic
Theory of Brueaucratic Caring Parker,200l ,pp 421-431) are not yet apart of nursing unit
budgets. Deparhnent productivity levels measure medications given by intravenous push
routes and minutes of critical care but do not calculate the value for a nurse's competent
therapeutic presence and how it, for example, this calms a patient's fears and lessons the
effects of stress hormones.
The provision for ongoing nursing education through simulation adds value to a
healthcare organization as it reduces orientation costs for new employees and rehearses early
recognition and appropriate interventions for patient complications. "Access to and support
for educational opportunities" is among the top eight job satisfiers for nurses according to
6
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Kramer and Schmalenberg (2004). Other studies have shown that ongoing educational
opporrunities provided for nurses working in an industry which is increasingly complex, is
directly associated with improved job performance and satisfaction (Whitehead & Lacey-
Haun, 2008). In2007, UMMC, Fairview was awarded the prestigious Magnet designation
because of a culflre and environment that supports professional nursing. The organization
recogniees clinical competence and supports education because it understands that it "will
increase nurses' satisfaction with work but also will improve the quality of patient care"
@ssentials, 2004, p. 48).
In a survey (UMMC, Fairview, 2009) distributed in June of 2009, RNs were asked if
"a good orientation program exists for newly employed RNs." Queried also was the existence
of in-services, continuing education programs, and career development and advancement
opportunities. Nurses were polled about whether or not they felt involved in quality
improvement and asked to rate the degree to which they felt nrusing administation listens
and responds to employee concerns. As evidenced by the survey, UMMC, Fairview values
the opinions of its RNs, and continues to be committed to an RN's practice,
'T-{ursing is a knowledge-based profession and technological expertise and a high
degree of clinical acumen are qualities that healthcare consumers demand" writes Levitt-
Jones (2005, p.229). Expertise gained from the regular rehearsal of low frequency but high
acuity interventions can be directly related to shortening hospital lengths of stay, decreased
complications, and increased staff satisfaction as nurses provide quality care alongside of
clinically competent and knowledgeable coworkers (2004a). Support for the work
environment and expertise of the nurse creates a feeling of engagement by the nurse that then
has the potential to be transferred to the care of the patient.
7
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Originally, establishing a nursing simulation center in a healthcare organization was
seen as the development of a place where a ilrse could participate in team training, rehearse
procedrues, and gain insight through self-evaluation. In light of Herzlinger's (2007)
conclusion that "insurance and hospital firms...have lost their souls" and "fi.rms...have
become more interested in money and perpetuating themselves than in providing health,"
support of nurses needs to undergo a paradigm shift from one of supporting skills and
knowledge to an expanded support for the nrxse as a professional.
If given the resources, any institution is capable of creating a simulation center. The
difference is how it impacts the nurse's performance on all levels. At its inception, the
simulation center may look like the typical space where inanimate mannequins take on a life-
like role for the purpose of engaging the nurse in the experience. However, the expanded
vision for the simulation center is the establishment of a Center for ]t{ursing Art and Science
where a holistic approach is taken to educate and nurture caregivers, re-ignite the passion for
caring, and reproduce this relationship in the patient's clinical setting.
Theor-e.tic d PqEpective
The nursing simulation laboratory is where a physical space imitates the work
environment and technology enhances the experience- Its benign character is maintained until
edusators and participants prepare the scripts, turn on the lights and add their energy to the
inanimate mannequins and innocuous equipment in the rooms. Much like a production stage,
it is nothing more than a storage area with potential, until the actors and backdrops are added.
To counterbalance any serse of depersonalization for a profession whose core is caring
for others, Margaret Newman's nursing theory, Health as Expanding Consciousness is the
theoretical framework guiding this project. From this perspective, the evolving unitary
I
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pattern of the whole, its consciousness, ffid human-environmental processss are identified
through patterns and meaning. Not only does the paradigm integrate nursing theory, practice,
and research, but its use anticipates transformation at multiple levels.
The whole inthis project is symbolized by the simulation experience within the
healthcare organization from which the instructor and learner duplicate the nurse patient
relationship. Operating from a unitary-transformative perspective, the lab, its students and the
author of this project are viewed individually and collectively as a "uniry, self-organiz:rrrg
field embedded in a larger self-organizing field" Qrlewman, Sime, & Corcoran-Perry , 1991,
p. 4) identified by pattems and interaction within the larger whole of the institution or the self
(Appendix 3 page 77). The simulation experience agrees with Newman's statement that 'lve
come to the meaning of the whole not by viewing the pattern from the outside, but by
entering into the evolving pattern as it unfolds" (Parker , 2001 , p. 27l). It is the nursing theory
that will provide the driving force for what reality is today toward the realization of the
Center for Nursing Art and Science (Appendix 4, page 78).
Today when budgets have to be cut, educational programs are frequently down-sized
because of the disconnect that can occur between the business model followed by healthsare
organizations and caring done at the bedside. The inequity betrveen management and nursing
priorities forces educators to increasingly justify the impact of programs on budgets. In their
article, Lindy and Reiter (2006), recommend that staff development educators within an
organization develop an "in-depth knowledge of the organization's financial accounting
procedr-res, including the method for developing and monitoring department budgets"
ftr. 121). Physicians have operated their practices from business and patient care models and
priorities since the begir,-nirrg of time. Today, nursing also needs an understanding forhow
9
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their efficient use of time and resources directly impacts the organization's budget, ffid how
money saved can be allocated in the future to an educational program. This knowledge will
also assist nurses in articulating the importance of an educational approach where their
patterns of practice are understood and evolved so that not only the nurse benefits, but the
care provided to the patient allows for an expansion of consciousness for both parties.
In its battle for control of the $2 trillion U.S. health care system, healthcare
organizations have lost sight of the human component that nurses bring to their practice and
interaction with patients, [n institutions trusted to provide care to people, it is this service for
which less time and human resources are allocated. Because of the strong emphasis on
productivity, there is less time allowed for the nurse to focus on caring "in the human health
experience" (Tomey & Alligood, 2006, p. a99) and providing a "Traflsforming Presence" as
Newman's latest book title implies (ltiewman, 2008). How each organization determines its
re$ource allocations per patient, however, is a reflection of the socioeconomic culture within
which it operates.
The Fairview Health Services Organization shows some evidence for delivering
superior performance, making a distinctive impact and achieving lasting endurance, but if
Collins' Good to Great Diagnostic Tool (2005) were used, the findings would reveal that its
record is spotty. Its longevity and continued growth in total assets speaks to a good business
sense. The problem, however, is in the incongruence between the company's actions as it
relates to ongoing nursing education and its mission, vision, and values. Fairview's values of
compassion, integrity, service, and dignity are lived throughout the organization but at times
vary in how they are applied. Services to physician groups, for example, are prioritized over
nursing departments largely because of their capacity to generate revenue. However, such a
l0
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practice provides nr.using with an opportunity to uncover ways to measure the relationship
between decreased patient complications and length of stays and competent nursing care
ensured through ongoing education and support.
Today, medical service businesses are re-exaffrining their business plans. If Fairview
is to operate as a World Class Academic Medical Center and work towards its vision ...to be
the best health care delivery system for America, it must revisit its practices in relationship to
its priorities. Collins (2006) believes that for social sector organizations like those found in
the healthcare industry; performance must be assessed relative to its mission and not its
bottom line. Focusing on Fairview's fiscal operations and business decisions is not the
putpose of this master's project except as it provides the reader with a perspective. One in
which a nusing simulation center is the unitary, self-organizing field embedded in a larger
self-organizing field.
11
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Chapter 
-2
Evolution of a Simulation .Training Progra$r
In the American Society for Training & Development's (ASTD) 2006 State of the
lndustry Report (2006), "many economists and business leaders agree that the key to
achieving business results and sustaining a competitive advantage is a fully engaged,
knowledgeable, and skilled workforce" (p.2). As learning in the workplace evolves to
accornmodate the needs of the organization, the authors use the word dynamic to describe the
quality of an educational program that is effective.
Within the University of Minnesota Medical Center, Fairview, electronic learning
references are available and accessible to nurses and educators from home or work.
Essentials of Critical Care Orientation, the Emergency Nurseos Association's Orientation,
and orientation guidelines written by the Clinical Development Specialist group within
UMMC, FV are a few examples. Recently, one RN wrote of her appreciation for the
effectiveness of this type of learning because it provided the details in the care of patients
which could not routinely be discussed during the direct patient care orientation to the
pediatric population.
Reference books and e-learning programs provide cognitive knowledge but hands-on
education centered on clinical reasoning, communication skills, psychomotor skills, and team
work is also required to ensure that knowledge can be applied. Without a nursing simulation
center, the default for the practice of such important nursing traits is learned from actual
patients. The problem is the learner must wait for the appropriate patient to be available and
then it rnay be as one article's title put it, o'See one, do one, teach one...just not on my
Mom" (Brindley, Suen, & Drummond, 2A0T.
L7
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The Fairview Healthcare system has determined that simulation training is important
and will occur within its organization. High fidelity simulators have been purchased and are
in use in three of its seven entities. One site has its own simulation center; the othertwo
perform in-situ training or the fpe of simulation education where equipment is moved to
where the leamers are. Within UMMC, FV the "mother ship" or geographical center and
largest entity, however, resources for providing either of these options is limited by the
space, funds, personnel and time to create such a program.
In early April 2009, momentum for such a project was catapulted by the
announcement of the National Institutes of Health NIfD's grants and contracts for the
construction, repair, or renovation of simulation facilities. As a portion of President Obama's
$ t billion Stimulus Bill, money had been made available for the construction or renovation
of space within which simulation training for healthcare workers would take place. The
grant potential received an enthusiastic response from nursing leaders and a grant writer was
recruited on April 9.
On May 5, 2009 a discussion took place between the simulation project author and the
Fairview advisor in which the question was asked, "Is everything possible being done to
advocate for a nursing simulation center?" The answer was affirmative and a reminder was
offered for the fact that little could be done at this point because of a lack of space and
money.
OnIy two days later, an invitation was extended to attend the first meeting between six
Fairview representatives and the director and manager of an existing medical simulation
center within the University of Minnesota. Marked as "time sensitive," the meeting was
urgently being salled to discuss with architects of the medical simulation center Said for by
13
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UMMC, Fairview) how Fairview might use portions of a proposed expansion for which a
renovation grant would be sought. The urgency was related to the need to submit the gmnt
proposal for review prior to the application deadline of June 17.
Fairview designees did attend this and subsequent meetings in the course of the next
two weeks. On June 4, an email message requested that Fairview withdraw from the
collaborative with the medical simulation center. It was felt that the time and cost involved in
relocating a department currently in the proposed 4600 square foot area could have derailed
the grant.
During the three plus weeks where intense planning for an expanded simulation center
occurred, an architectural pre-design report dated December, 2008 was discovered. It
proposed a $3.3 million dollar 10,324 square foot renovation within the University Of
Minnesota School Of Nursing and made it clear that the school was moving forward with
plans to renovate their existing facility. It was clear that the idea of a collaborative between
The University of Minnesota School of Nursing, St. Catherine's School of Nursing, and
UMMC, FV discussed over the summer of 2008, would become a separate conversation for
the future.
An expansion of consciousness had occurred. One in which a 'hnitary self organizing
field" or the beginning of a simulation project design team 'oembedded in a larger self-
organizing field" (Newman, Sime & Corcoran-Perry, 1991 p,4) or LTMMC, Fairview could
mark its beginning.
Selection of the ect Desisr Team
There are organizations that will justiff their lack of a nursing simulation center by the
considerable requirements needed for time, space, and money. Comments to the lack of such
14
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resources for such an endeavor of this type are frequently heard. The responses can be actual
facts, but may also reflect the challenge in formulating and envisioning a project of this scope
amidst current challenges.
Construction of a simulation center is akin to designing and building a house. It
requires an internal team's fulltime commitment to exploring options and looking for
opportunities. Had such a team been in place over the past ten months, UMMC, Fairview
might have been in a better negotiating position during its collaboration with the schools of
nursing or SimPORTAL's application for stimulus fund IHI grants. In addition, the existence
of a team could have generated ideas and interest from others. The latter sentiment stems
from a corrment heard in June of 2009 during a remote roundtable event. Dwing a
University Healthcare Consortium discussion, a UMMC, Fairview caller and administrative
staff not previously known to be involved in this initiative said that Fairview was "expecting
to have a simulation center by the end of the year."
Literature searches on the topic of nursing simulation design teams yielded limited
information. Descriptions of those who were outlining plans were focused on simulation
training within an existing center. Jeffries (2007) found this to be true as well and because of
it, wrote an entire chapter entitled "Practical Suggestions for Implementing Simulations" in
her book Simulotion In Nursing Education. Medical simulation suite development teams
were used as the model in this project. The lack of information underscores the need for
nursing to identiff and evolve its own expert groups as well.
Currently, The National League for Nr.using (NLN) and its Simulation lnnovation
Resource Center (SIRC) is one such source for information. Another is Jeffries' book where
it is recommended that "the design phase of lab development begins by assembling an
15
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interdisciplinary planning and desigR team" (Jeffries, 2007, p. 106). Senior administration,
educators, the facilities manager, a technology consultant, audiovisual consultant, architect,
and simulation specialist are to be apart of the designteam. Miller (2008) describes the
early stages of developing a simulation center when "in the fall of 2001, a multiprofessional
group of clinicians and educators" (p. 167) met to create a 7500 square foot health sciences
simulation center within the University of Minnesota's Interprofessional Education and
Resotrrce Center. Early on, the author notes that it was the Facilities Planning Office in the
Academic Health Center (AHC) which led the planning team. The group included faculty
throughout the health sciences division who were chosen by their deans because of their
interest or experience in simulation. A early problem, however, wffi the team's failure to take
an "anticipatory perspective" (Miller, 2008, p.167) approach which would have allowed for
"changing educational paradigms" (p. 168).
Another example of insuring the rnost appropriate people are chosen to serve in the
initial design team is provided by Miller (200S) in the description of costly decisions made
by Facilities and the AA/ engineer about the audiovisual system. Feeling that digital
technology would be unreliable, the senior engineer decided to install analog cameras. "A
little more than 2 years after opening" (p. 169) Miller notes, this desision resulted in
substantive costs for the space to be retrofitted for digital technologies. Rather than carefully
choosing the experts, design team members had been selected according to their interest
rather than their expertise in sirnulation center design.
Collins (2001) writes that a great company is built on the foundations of disciplined
people, disciplined thought, and disciplined action. When assembling members for a nursing
simulation design team, the first and most important step is careful consideration to who has
r6
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the appropriate expertise. Early decisions set the framework for later functioning and long
term succoss of the program. Those choosing the team must resist the temptation to quickly
choose staff who may be enthusiastically willing but unable to provide the necessary
experience and disciplined action for aprojectof this complexity. The team and its
leadership, after all, will control large investments by the organization of time, space, and
money, and heavily influence future growth and redesigrr.
As part of a Magnet designated organization that lives by the ruciom '\ruorld class
academic healthcare center," and is the largest entity within the Fairview Healthcare
organization, an education center must be developed from a larger vision. It must be the
'lrnitary self organizing fieId" that is "embedded in a larger self-orgarrizing field" (Newman,
Sime & Corcoran-Perry, 1991 p.4). In otherwords, despite the number of professionals it
will serve, it must be the place from which each nurse who enters the space has an
individualized plan from which to evolve. Grants could be sought on the premise that the
nursing simulation center is built and research is done on how, for example, several groups of
nurses with similar developmental characteristics use the facility. Research might also
incorporate pattern recognition in order to educate nurses in their own patterns so they may
then enable their patients to see patterns in the continuum of health and potentially expand
consciousness. As Newman believes, "the goal of nursing is not to make people well, or to
prevent their getting sick, but to assist people to utilize the power that is within them as they
evolve toward higher levels of consciousness" (I'{ewman,1979, p. 67).
Seropian (2008), a pediatric anesthesiologist who has designed and implemented
multiple simulation programs since 1995, believes the simulation center design team should
include "an architect, the customer, the project manager, the contractor, AV and IT
t7
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professionals, a simulation facility design consultant, and select faculty who will use the
facility" (p. 179). He feels that what is important is not who is included but who is not.
Choices made in design team members will provide early insight into the overall
understanding for simulation training and the type of leadership that will determine the final
facility and program.
Program Outliqs
The next question to ask is '\v'ho are the players?" W'ho will manage the simulation
center, users, facilities, IT, classroom, and support services? Who is the ultimate decision
maker and will it be one individual or a cofirmittee? Such questions were posed by an expert
panel whose presentation entitled "The Architectural Design Process for Simulation Centers"
made for an interesting discussion at the Society for Simulation In Healthcare conference in
January of 2009. Also askedwas'lashat are the overall prograrns, schedules andpreliminary
budgets? What do you want to do? Who are you serving?" The panel of experts emphasized
the importance of documenting the answers to such questions forthe project's designteam.
In order to find answers to these questions, flrveys could be distributed among users,
and other simulation centers could be researched an#or visited. In addition, questions such
as "What will be the size of the space and the prograrns?" should be asked. What is the
required square footage for the entire center, the clinical skills center, and classrooms?" In an
abstract describing the Department of Anesthesiology's Center for Medical Simulation in
Malmti, Sweden, a simulation program was established within the educational system of a
hospital (Holm & Carlsson, 2006). After only three years in existence, the center atEibutes its
succe$s to having "focused on the premises, stafl realism, tools, props, and needs of the
trainees'" Facilitators recommend seeking support from other simulation centers, major
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departments and administrators within their organization, and suggest that a tnrstful and
respectful atmosphere be created for the trainees. In addition, inviting politicians and hospital
mangers to participate in hands-on sessions was found to be vital in their realization for the
fuIl potential of a large scale simulation.
The Joint Commission holds hospitals to its accreditation standards, regulatory
agencies such as OSFIA mandate employee safety training, healthcare organizations set
mandatory requirements based on their needs and certifications, ffid licensing boards all
stipulate that ongoing competency assessment and training is done on a regular basis.
However, they do not specifu how it is done. This is the responsibillty of deparfrnent
managers, educators, and learners. Therefore, it will be beneficial to query nursing managers
and stafl plus collaborate with professors from local nursing schools during the planning
phases. During its work in the suilrmer of 2008, the Nursing Simulation Collaborative, for
example, signif,rcant gaps were identified in the transition from nursing education to practice
settings. A nurse graduating from the University of Minnesota's Baccalaureate Program who
then is hired to work within the University of Minnesota Medical Center, Fairview, could
experience redundancies in the orientation process. Even more noteworthy was the potential
for a lack of opportunities to repeatedly and safely practice procedures or care for the more
complex patient prior to being assigned to that patient with a preceptor.
UMMC, Fairview's curtent competency training program will continue its
comprehensive revision during the design of a simulation center in order to ensrue its
efficacy in adapting itself to the full spectrum of a nurse's experience. In addition, continued
collaboration with schools and other healthcare agencies will have the potential for evolving
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an educational program that will more efflectively transition the nurse or paraprofessional
from one level of expertise to another.
Program Schedule
Currently, the majority of RNs hired by IJMMC, Fairview assume evening and night
schedules when additional support staff is not available. Of the hundreds of RN hires, many
are new graduate nurses. If a simulation center is preferred to an In-Situ or transportable
simulation program, questions related to access and security will need to be addressed. One
option might be to provide nurses with an ensrypted card that could track use of the center,
record the date and time of training for the nurse's record, and if nesessary, trace any
unauthorized use or access. In addition, a nurse residency program that transitions new
graduates into the clinical setting and utilizes simulation might also be adapted as described
in the METI@ Nurse Residency Program white paper (METI, n.d,).
In answer to a Listserv inqurry of Magnet hospitals for the use of simulation training in
RN orientation, the coordinator of a nursing development and patient education program in
Rhode Island observed that the current literature suggests that new grads do not need to, and
in fact, dislike having to demonstrate all basic skills within a simulation lab when they enter
into their fust professional position. However, training could be around unit sore and critical
competencies. On the campus of Providence Portland Medical Center, nursing educators
have incorporated twelve scenarios into the Critical Care RN Development program.
Didactic content has been interspersed into four skills days. Such an exiilrple might serve as
a map for how to transition from a continued predominantly didactic orientation program
within UMMC, Faiwiew, to a hands-on approach using a simulation training center with
firnds now used to pay new employees to sit in a classroom for several days. ln October of
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20A7, this was one of the original goals identif,red by the chief nursing executive and research
findings which looked at the existing orientation program. Two years later, the idea of a
simulation program is gaining momentum-
One member of the board of the Society for Simulation in Healthcars writes:
...the design of a simulation facility is not the recreation of a hospital but a studio
designed for education that should provide adequate fidelity to immerse individuals to
believe they are delivering patient care." The design of the space should include (a)
type of simulation, ft) flow, (c) budget, (d) future plans, (e) type, level, and discipline
of participants, (f) ongoing funding, (g) size of available space, (h) core values of the
institution, and (i) the vision of those proposing the facility (Seropian, 2008, p. 179).
Seropian warns that omitting one of the elements could result in unforeseen customer costs
and limitations in the facility. Since it is optimal to maintain a well-designed center with a
functional utilization rate af 70-757o, planners need to consider the number of people using
the center at any one time, how simulkneous sessions will run, ffid how does the time of
year determine the use of the facility.
According to Jeffiies (2007, p. 106),.'the allocation of space reflectsthe institution's
commitment, need, and resources." Regardless of the size, the space needs to accommodate a
wide variety of teaching and evaluation approaches. It should be "column-free with good
ventilatior," . .. "flexible illumination, functioning plumbing," and multiple four site
electrical outlets. (Jeffries,2A07,p. l0S). Accessibility needs to be uncomplicated and
Jeffries suggests that the doors be at least four feet wide. The nursing simulation center must
have both external and internal hallways that are at least eight feet wide "to allow for the
movement of equipment, storage space, and some type of security system" (Jeffries,2007, p.
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108).'When considering technology and its infrastructure, attention will need to be paid
initially and on a regular basis to its ability to interface with existing organizational computer
systems and its need for updates.
A simulation center may be as small as a single patient care area with a minimum of
furnishings. In this case, Jeffries (2007 , p. 108) suggests that the dimensions of the unit are
'085 square feet" in order to allow several students to function in the area at one time. At the
other end of the spectnrm is the large free standing multi-use educational center that serves as
the nucleus for all ongoing orientation and educational programs for the organization.
Current and future projected resources will determine the size, but just as important is the
need to adapt a futuristic approach to the design, content, ffid program so that when the
center opens, its relevance remains significant well beyond its establishment.
Creation. ola B.usiness Plan
Operating from the project's vision, questions such as, what are the program's goals
and objectives, what resources will be required, and what does the preliminary budget look
like, need to be addressed. In addition, what is it that the design team feels it wants to do
within the space? What is the anticipated volume of activity over time and what groups will it
serve?
Worldwide, more than 161 simulation centers exist. Those that are registered with the
Society for Simulation in Healthcare are found on pages sixty-eight through seventy-five of
this paper. It is well worth the time of design tea:n members to research and visit several
centers, especially those similar to what is being planned for the organization. In-situ training
must also be considered if there are constraints to space or if the training is more believable
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r,vhen it is brought to the site, for example when multi-casualty motor vehicle crash trauma
training is done on the side of a busy intersection.
According to The Society of Simulation in Healthcare's (SSIH) listserv, Dartnouth
College and Cincinnati Children's Hospital are predominantly in-situ trainers. That is, their
simulation training moves to the site of the training. In the metropolitan area of
MinneapolisiSt. Paul, Children's Hospitals and Clinics of Minnesota operate the Kohl's
Mobile Simulation Center. Mission Hospital's simulation lab coordinator in Candler, North
Carolina travels offsite to locations across a fourteen county area in the Western part of the
state. According to its coordinator, there is an advantage to having mannequins that can be
set up in any location. Program manager for the Nova Scotia Trauma and Simulation
Prograrn has integrated web-cam and debriefing software within its in-situ equipment. It is
referred to as a Sim Lab in a box and has posed no difficulty when running scenarios in the
ED, ICU, or on hospital wards, according to the lead trainer. In one Canadian hospital, its
educator described how several times a week scenarios that match the most unstable patients
currently in critical eare units are ruu. Locally, CREST or the Center for Research in
Education and Simulation Technologies has participated with Fairview and The Universify of
Minnesota School of Publis Health researchers to utilize in-situ simulation training for
resident tearns in OB emergencies.
There are pros and cons to in-situ training, however. In one case, the Pediatric
Outreach Educator in Blank Children's Hospital in Des Moines, Iowa, surveyed fifty rural
hospitals and learned thatT0o/o preferred that the mannequins be brought into their clinical
settings so that staff would not have to be pulled off floors and could use their own
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equipment. They did not want to consider purchasing and renovating a proposed forfy-two
foot recreational vehicle for simulation.
Production companies and tor:ring musician groups are proof of the ability to duplicate
reality from equipment stored in trunks, ffid for their ability to immerse an audience into the
experience. However, in the early stages of planning, it is important to not only visit fixed
simulation centers, but talk to those who provide In Situ training. In addition, it is essential to
engage staff in the design process and ask what they would prefer. Not only does the survey
act as a feedback tool, but also provides an entry level educational resource for staff as they
begin to understand the concepts of simulation.
Determination of Proeram Content. Preliminaff BBdgeJ arrd Schedulg
Visiting existing simulation centers can be compared with attending the premier of an
IMAX production, What is seen is the full feature in its finished form. Timelines, budgets,
problems, and personnel investments which were used to create the end project are not
apparent. Only the entertaining and awe inspiring final production is observed.
Disciplined design team members are cognizant of the hard work that is required to
create a successful business plan from an authentic vision. Campbell and Daley (2009)
suggest that a center's vision "should not be a one-person quest, although often that is exactly
how the journey starts. Facility buy-in and multiple end-use consensuses are crucial!
Otherwise the human patient simulators may become nothing more than very expensive
paperweights" (p. 22).In order to achieve this, it will be important to assemble all
stakeholders on aregular basis so they may be informed simultaneously of the project's
progress or any developments that may have occurred.
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It is recommended that a broad almost lofty approach be taken to writing a vision
statement. Team members may be painfully aware of the dichotonry between what is and
what is hoped to be, but if a more expansive look is not taken, the center will be built on a
small scale with future piecemealed and expensive renovations occurring over time.
Centered in its vision, it is important that the business plan incorporate a realistic and
incremental approach to the implementation of simulation training, and that it begins with
what currently exists. For UMMC, Fairview, this means reserving the single human patient
simulator it has and begiruring to integrate it into current educational programs. It also
implies the need to follow a more aggressive timeline for transitioniog content within the
central RN orientation program from a didactic design to a more hands-on approach.
How have other instinrtions written their business plans or determined their overall
programs, schedules, space use, and customers? Campbell and Daley (2009, p. 22) suggest
"creating a wish list." It moves from a "realistic" to a "desired" to a "grand" wish list
depending on the availability of funding and budgets. Often multiple grants are written, some
of whish are obtained and others rejected. For Western Connecticut State University, two
years of grant writing seeking university, state and federal fuirds resulted in their project
becoming a reality (Campbell and Daley, 2009, p. 25). Connecticut's Fairfield University
School of Nursing Advisory Board raised $ 1 .06 million in under three years for their  -year
Learning Resource Center project (Campbell and Daley, 20A9, p- 27) through state and
federally sponsored grants. In addition, one check for $40,000 was received from a
graduating nursing student specifically for the purposes of pr-rchasing a human patient
simulator.
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Prior to the pursuit of funding, the business plan must address the need for not only
initial but ongoing funding sources. It is essential that a dedicated, fiscally competent watch
group is in place to monitor market trends and funding potentials. Just as important is this
group's commitment to the simulation lab's vision so that as new or eoncurrent projects vie
for the organization's resources, dedicated reserves are protected from re-allocations. Stichler
(2008) predicted in 2008 that nearly $200 billion would be spent in healthcare construction
by 2015. In Muy, 2009, President Obama announced that his administration would work to
reduce healthcare cost increases by $2 trillion over the next decade. Such statistics reflect the
need for an ongoing awareness of influential trends.
The ptoject design team must stay current with internal and external business,
healthcare, and educational influences which may alter plans or impact the development of
the dedicated educational center. Due to the length of time from inception to completion,
members also need to have the capacity to remain focused and sustain the project's
momentum throughout its development. For this purpose, the adaption of a "Hedgehog
Concept" (Collins, 2001, p. 9l) is highly recommended. For additional information on this
concept, see Appendix 5, page 79 and a funher discussion in chapter three of this paper.
Just as the design team needs to remain aware of external and internal influences, it
also must initially plan for and subsequently monitor the center's schedules. Because of the
sizeable investment in orientation of a registered nurse and the correlation between job
satisfaction and retention, RN orientation and ongoing competency training schedules for this
gtoup carry a high priority. According to Human Resource department records, 500-700
RNs have been hired each year since 2006 by the University Of Minnesota Medical Center,
Fairview. With "a cost of $45,000-$125,000" (Vickers & Torkkola" 2009) to orient a single
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RN, improvements to the current orientation and savings engendered from a revised
competency program have the capacity to justifu the initiat start-up costs of a sirnulation
training progntm. In addition to nursing personnel, improved training for paraprofessionals
and ancilla.y medical staff such as respiratory and physical therapists would be incorporated.
For IIMMC, Fairview, this holds the potential for as many as 3,700 leamers (new hires and
current staffl utilizing a progritm of hands-on rehearsals complete with personal reflection
enhancing the service provided for each of its clients.
".. .It is optimal to aim for a facility that isfunctionsl and achieves high utilization
rates (70'75%) - while keeping future growth in mind." The percentage allows for sufficient
event planning, efficient utilization of the resource, and the ability to "flex the space"
(Seropian,2009, p. 181). Housed onthe Minneapolis campus of the University of Minnesota,
the SimPORTAL and Academic Health Center's Simulation Center accornmodates groups of
10-30 medical students in a single large group.After an introductionand discussion ofthe
planned simulation training, students break up into groups of 2-5 people depending on the
total number in the larger group, physical space in the simulation area, and the ngmber of
staffwho would respond to an actual patient situation.
Anticipating 260 training days psr year (five days a week for frfty-two weeks), 14 of
the 3,700 annual IIMMC, Fairview learners could be using the simulation lab on any one
calendar date. Matched with training type, objectives and the number of staffthat could
reasonably be out of the count at any one time, a nursing simulation lab within UMMC,
Fairview would easily meet the recommended rate of use. If training for staffwho are
bridging from academic to clinical settings is incorporated, the total number of users would
potentially increase. Therefore, a schedule of five days a week, eighteen hours a day (0600-
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2400) would need to be considered. In addition, the center would need to be secure yet
aecessible for impromptu employee initiated independent skill and process review
capabilities. Utilizingthe current totals for orientation and competency training for nursing,
paraprofessional, and ancillary groups within UMMC, Fairview, more than 35,700 hours of
leaming could occur on an annual basis. As a reference, the Interprofessional Education and
Resource Center (IERC) and Academic HealthcarE Center (AHC) Simulation Center with its
18 individualized clinic rooms plus 5000 square feet of simulation space recorded
approximately 15,000 hours of use in 2008 (AHC Simulation Center, 2009).
Selgction of Potential Locations
Considering all factors involved in the planning of a simulation program, the space and
location of the nursing simulation lab is one of the most important decisions thatwill be
made by the design team. Are there existing spaces that lend themselves to this type of use?
If so, is the space conducive to the flow of people in and out of the center? Does adapting the
space entail another deparknent's moving or adjusting itself to the program?
As an initial step, inventorying existing space allows the design team to make
decisions suited to the needs of the organization. When the nursing simulation collaborative
met over the suulmer of 2008, a serious option under consideration was for a collaborative
effort to create two simulation centers. Mirrored images of each other, one lab would have
been developed on the Riverside campus of UMMC, Fairview and accessible to St.
Catherine's College, and the other on the lJniversity Hospital campus and the University of
Minnesota School of Nursing.
Space is at a premium especially on the University Campus of IIMMC, Fairview. In
early 2011, however, this may change as in-patient pediatric patient units move to the new
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Universtty of Minnesota Medical Center, Fairview Amplatz Children's Hospital on the
Riverside campus.
Currently within the Riverside site, the Organizational Learning Department has
several classrooms and offices where central orientation takes place and the space may serve
as a potential location for a Riverside simulation lab if the design is for two separate labs on
either side of the Mississippi River.
In lieu of optimal space, [n Situ simulation training could be offered as a step in the
evolution toward a dedicated area and program. Educators who regularly work with portable
simulation report that a separate center located within a renovated recreational vehicle or bus
is a more "controlled environment, allowing the comprehensive recording of a session and
imposing no distraction on real activities" (GabE 2007). [n counter arguments, units may not
be staffEd to allow employees to leave the floor for training, efld believe that it is more
effective within the actual patient care areas where concrurent resources and dynamics are a
part of the training experience, Once potential spaces are identified, each option would need
to explore its pros and cons before a final decision is made.
The significance of choosing the "right people" as design team members cannot be
overemphasized. As skilled and committed as existing leaders may be, if somsone's resumd
does not include substantive past experience in simulation lab design, it would be as if a
housing contractor was hired to design a surgical suite"
Jeffries (2008, p. 106) recofirmends that space designs consider:
Quantity and type(s) of simulation space needed, how and by whom the space will
be used, location in building and adjacent spaces (e.S, rest room, elevator -
passenger vs. freight), support and other ancillary spaces (e.g. storage, office),
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equipment and infrastructures needed to support learning and special features
(e.g. size of door, linoleum or tile, lights - dimmer, module...).
Kyle and Murray (2009, p. 181), suggestthat once programs have been decided, flow
and volume issues need to be discussed. The authors suggest considering how many people
will use each area in any given period of time, what concrurent sessions will occur, and what
types of users or training may weigh the use of the spacs to certain dates or times. Brost,
Theimann, Beld4 & Dunn (2008, p. 185) echo the recommendation of others to visit existing
sirnulation centers and write of lessons learned from those such as the Mayo Clinic
Multidisciplinary Simulation Center, in Rochester Minnesot4 U.S.A. The center offers a
courss "From the Ground Up: Simulation Center Building Blocks Creating a Simulation
Center." Among the authors' recommendations is to "first deterrnine learnertypes and their
throughput at each session and throughout the year." Second, decide the teaching
technologies that will be used, whether it is standardized patients, mannequins, task trainers,
animal or cadaver labs. Third, answer the questions of where staffoffices and storage will be
located within the simulation center.
In addition to visiting existing facilities, serious students of simulation training would
benefit from a time-limited obsewation or volunteering opportunity. The AHC simulation
center and the SimPORTAL of;[er such experiences which can be accessed through
information on their websites. As part of this project, the author spent several hours each
week over a period of five months volunteering in each of the two centers where actual
training sessions were observed. Excising a skin lesion, for exarnple, was offered to a group
of 25 first year medical residents. Beginning with a review of how the procedure is done, a
surgeon instructor would perfonrr the procedure while it was observed by all on a large
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screen secondary to a camera mounted on a boorn. It was during this time that sfudents were
verbally quizzed by instructors and had the chance to ask questions of their own. Of note was
the learning atmosphere where instructors related examples of their own early training and
clinical experiences that contributed to making the session a safe learning environment.
Once the 20-30 minute didactic phase was completed, students moved into three to four
separate rooms set up with pig's feet and sterile surgical trays in order to perform the hands-
on part of the "OSAT" or Object Structured Assessment of Technical skills training. Prior to
the training, SimPORTAL instructors met with medical school professors to determine
objectives and anticipated outcomes. Students were expected to also complete pre-session
training and were evaluated against standards established during pre-planning discussions.
Other OSATs included the insertion of intravenous catheters in standardizedpatients, wound
irrigation, executing ultrasound guided procedures, performing lumpectomies, managing
difficult aifways, and inserting chest tubes. Team training using the TeamSTEPPS format
(Team Strategies and Tools to Enhance Performance and Patient Safety) took place in the
form of interviewing and caring for a stable patient who eventually progressed to a cardiac
arrest.
If an opportuniU to spend time in the AHC Simulation Lab is afforded to an
individual, planning meetings will also be one of the first steps to a training session's
evolution. AHC staffmet with instructors from the University of Minnesota Dental School,
for example, to determine the objectives for instruction in which oral surgeon residents were
to participate' In some cases prior to the training, the simulation was "dress rehearsed" and
run in the actual rnedical office to ensure a full immersion experience because all of the
equipment appropriate to the session was available,
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On the day of the acfual exercise, simulation lab facilitators met with the dental
students and their instructors to discuss both what to expect and to allay any anxieties. The
simulation center direstor explained, "It is not the intent of the training to kick or manipulate
Yotr, but to inform you and give you time to critically reflect" on yow decisions and actions.
Students then moved into the three simulation training rooms where th*y were given a brief
orientation to the mannequin and room, and supplies available for possible interventions.
Once all questions were answered and sfudents were reminded that'khat is done here stays
here," all instructors removed themselves to tlre "mission control center" where instructors
could facilitate and observe the scenarios.
Two students in one room cared for a 65 year-old woman who arrived to her dentist
appointment having experienced some chest pain earlier in the morning. Students called
EMS for transport to the local hospital and performed interventions according to ACLS
(Advanced Cardiac Life Support) algorithms as the patient experienced a cardiac arrest.
Other students cared for a 37 year-old male who experienced a post intubation laryngospasm.
The third group of students cared for an t I year-old who developed malignant hyperthermia
as a result of the administration of medications for a conscious sedation procedure. In each of
the scenarios, one student would act as the lead physician with the expectation that the
second student would perform this role the second time through. Between the lead rotations,
instructors from the AHC simulation center as well as the professors in the school of
dentistry obsenred and provided performance feedback in the form of questions that would
generate critical thinking, The final and longest segment of the training was the dehriefinp
The debriefing is where all students and instructors returned to a large room to carefully
review the videotaped sessions and answer such questions as "What prompted you to take the
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action?" "Could something else have been done?" "What did you think of the experience?,,
"Were the scenarios real world?" "What were the best things about the training: the ones that
wsre the hardest, most challenging?"
There is no substifute for an immersion experience to simulation training. It is ttgough
such training that clinical educators learn of the intricacies involved in clinical decision
making- For example, a student might have appropriately intubated the patient as evidenced
by direct visualization of the endotracheal tube being passed through the vocal cords, but no
chest rise and fall is observed. What is the problem and how is it dealt with during a course?
What kinds of questions and how should they be asked as the simulation ends and the
debriefing begins? Time spent in a simulation lab also prevents early design problems as
experienced team members can share with those on the planning committee their experience
with enclosed ceilings or purchasing a video recording system from a company with a poor
customer service record.
Once the appropriate space has been identified, then it is time to select a second design
team, or one whish will design and construct the physical simulation lab.
Tech{rolog,y
A simulation facility needs to be designed around what will be done within the center.
As one person cautioned, finding the appropriate software and hardware vendors is essential
as they will be the "backbone" (UHC, 2009) of the center. Involving technology experts
early on in the project design will be important because of the cost to add on once the
construction is complete. Go beyond the sales representatives to the current consumers to
learn more about technology because oosales staff will say anything will work," according to a
design team for a medical simulation center- Education Management Solutions (EMS) or B-
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Line Medical staff may propose video recording system solutions that seem ideal, but the key
is to talk rrith those who are using the products to determine its true efficacy. The Academic
Healthcare Center's simulation lab staff recommends B-Line for its customer service and
reliability in handling complex simultaneous training sessions.
The audiovisual staff on the project design team will be instrumental in deterrrining
the number of microphones, cameras, computers, and system support for the center and will
help to address videoconferencing and telemedicine capabilities. If simulation training is
limited to staffwithin UMMC, Fairview, technology needs will be different than if UMMC
decides to besome an educational hub for its statewide entities. Flexibility comes at a cost
and experts have said that "all facilities cannot do all things for all groups at all times" (Halt,
Whang, Drake, Mitchell, 2009). Therefore, it is importarrt to define what the simulation lab is
and isn't and to include planning provisions for upgrades and add-ons with the understanding
that educational expectations and the technologies within a center will grow and change.
V/ithful the center itself the design team will need to ensure that technology has a place
to live. Considerations for multiple simulator connections, simulation servers, audiovisual
equipment racks, and auxiliary camera inputs will be important; and centralized distribution
of video, audio, control, and recording, plus an IDF (intermediate distribution frame) or
where all signals from all classrooms come together will need to be determined. The ability
to separate the network for all the encodit g of the AV elements from standard network
devices is importarrt as is the existence of redundancy systems and an unintemrpted power
supply. In addition, the physical space will need to be designed for efficient environmental
control as equipment and users generate heat. Consolidation of heating/cooling systems and
power to a single source is recommended. In a 750 square foot area described by Hall et al.
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(2009), ten pan/tilt/zoom cameras (six - wall mounted, four - ceiling mognted) were installed.
For use in a small single simulator training area, technicians have been known to mount
camcorders on IV poles.
Technology discussions must also include medical simulators. Based on educational
goals and end users, the question that needs to be asked is what witl the training look tikE?
What type of low or high fidelity simulators, task trainers, computerized programs,
standardized patient use, animal labs or cadaver use have been decided on? What fype of
adjuncts will be most effective in removing learners from their surroundings and immersing
them in the simulation experience?
Gaumard, based out of Miami Florida is known for its wireless, tetherless high frdelity
human patient simulators known as HAL and NOELLE. METI markets the high frdelity
physiologically based iStan mannequin out of Sarasota, Florida, and Laerdal Medical in
Wappingers Falls, New York, is known for its range of simulators from the Resusci Anne to
the newest SimMan 3G. The SimPORTAL and AHC simulation centers both have iSTANs
and Laerdal high fidelity manikins. The AHC received its new SimMan 3G in May of 2009
and has a Gaumard FIAL and NOELLE. Fairview Health Services has three Laerdal SimMan
human patient simulators (I{PS) which are each housed in Fairview Lakes, Fairview
Southdale, and Fairview Corporate.
What is purchased will largely depend on the predetermined educational program,
budgets, and observations made of the simulation design team as they experience the various
HPS models first hand, and talk \.ith sompafly representatives and cgrrent customers about
the fi:nctionality and service of the products,
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Simulation Center Staff
Once disciplined people have invested disciplined thought into the design of a
simulation center, the same strategy will be required to determine positions and recruit the
most qualified candidate. The number of staff hired will be determined by the scope of its
programs. Roles vital to a simulation center include:
DireUtp: - "The Director will be the key administrator and educator, overseeing all
instructional and operational aspects of the Simulation Center" (SSH,2007), According to
those who are experienced in simulation training, the director is one-half medical director
and one-half theatre director and has the attributes of educator, medical clinician and
businessman. Of these, educator is the most irnportant (Hall et al. 2009).
Simqlation Certer Coordinator/IV1anaeer - "{Jnder the direction of the Simulation
Center Director, the incumbent will be responsible for coordinating all administrative and
operational aspects of the Simulation Center" (SSH, 2007). Troy E. Reihsen is the
SimPORTAL Manager and John Raymond is the coordinator. Both work under the direction
of Robert Sweet, M.D.
Simulatiog Center Technician - "Under the direction of the Simulation Center Director,
the incumbent will provide technical support for all simulation operationso including
preparation, maintenance and repair of computerized manikins (softurare and hardware), task
trainers and related multimedia peripherals" (SSH,2A07). Rebecca L. Harrison, R.N.C.,
B'S.N., is the Senior Simulation Technician for the AHC Simulation Center, Mark Kayser is
the simulation technician within the SimPORTAL.
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Financing a Simulatign Lab
Whether it is the personnel, space, or technology, the project design team will be
confronted from its inception ,'vith the challenge of financiug of a simulation lab. Just as early
discussions around healthcare reform debated whether to adapt a finance then design model
or a design then finance model, the same decision will need to be made for a simulation
center. There are a few things, however, that need to be considered.
Healthcare organizations are on tight budgets. If a team proceeds on its goal of
building a simulation training center as appropriations are rnade available, the project will be
fragmented- Referring again to the analogy of building a simulation center to the construction
of a home, the lab's use will be constrained because of its lack of integration as the space
may be allotted one year but the piped in gases to run equipment not available until the next.
First impressions to a tech sawy staff employed by the largest entity of a "world class
academic health center" witl fall flat. The highly anticipated simulation lab's first impression
will be anticlimactic as the coordinator or technician apologizes for not being able to provide
a common scenario because of the lack of room or appropriate technologl, for example.
If a design team consistently operates from its vision, the end results will far exceed
that which can be achieved by building as money becomes available. This approach will not
delay a change in the educational design, just how comprehensive the simulation experience
will be prior to the completion of the project. An influential team member considered a
veteran in fimdraising will need to be secured in the frst weeks of planning as this role is
vital to the team's fulfilling its vision. Responsibilities inherent in the position will be to lead
the effort to secure multiple grants, philanthropic sources, and take part in high level
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organizational budgetary discussions. The final product will be determined by the ongoing
commitment to and funding for a simulation center.
Early in 2009, the Clinical Development Specialist manager began a search for
funding by submitting an application to the Fairview Foundation. There was no response to
this request and it highlighted the signif,rcance for early and multiple applications to several
possible sources because as one says "no," others may become very invested in such a
project.
"Why would we fund you?" was the title of an expert panel discussion focused on how
fundiog agencies think and how to convince them of a need during the International Meeting
on Simulation in Healthcare in January of 2009. Four funding agencies, Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), the National Patient Safety Committee ffiSF),
the Anesthesia Patient Safety Foundation, (APSF), and the American Heart Association
(AHA), were represented on the panel, The suggestions that were made were:
1. Start early, ask questions, leave enough time to pull a strong team together. people
who are applying for grants are smart and very interested in their study.
2. Is there data from a pilot study which demonstrates what can be done in the
research?
3. Get advice from successful colleagues. For example, Stanley Davis, M.D. fMiller et
al. 2008) described how AHRQ, Fairview Health Services and the Academic Health
Center at the University of Minnesota funded a study in which simulated
interdisciplinary team training was desigred to improve perinatal safety.
4- Take the grant application vsry seriously. Make a clear case for the need. State the
hypothesis clearly. Fr:nding agencies will not be interested in a local quatity
assessmerrt project, for example.
5. Articulate the aim of the study. State short and long-term goals clearly. Provide a
full rationale for your approach. Be prepared to state how the integrity in
methodology will be maintained.
6. Establish whether a critical need or problem needs to be addressed. Are anticipated
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findings transferable to other settings or groups? Does the work answer a question
or create a new solution? What has a thorough literature review revealed in
relationship to the topic?
7. Determine if there is an interdisciplinary team involved and the strength of their
experience.
8. Read the "Call for proposals" and read the directions for completion. Enswe the
application is able to meet the requirements.
9. If the grant application involves a quantitative study, incorporate sufficient
statistical planning for the project. Show that preliminary data has been gathered.
10. Ensure there is satisfactory consideration to IRB/FIIPPA issues.
1 1. Comment on how you will track subjects over time. For example, what will be the
retention of knowledge at three and six months.
12. Provide a complete budget justification.
13. IJse spell check. Write in such a quality manner that your next door neighbor
understands it. Reviewers are reading many applications and value the use of
human factor principles in writing.
14. Do a simulated review of your applicationbefore submitting it. Give itto a critic,
not a ftiend.
15. Be aware of timelines for submission and when answers can be expected.
16. Seek to show value. Passion needs to be part of the application.
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (2009) recently announced plans of the U.S.
Department of Labor to award $220 million in competitive grants for "projects and progrrurs
aimed at preparing workers for careers in health care..." Grant applications could be written
to the creation of collaborations between technical, commuflity, and higher education centers
for transitioning senior nursing sfudent s and paraprofessionals from academic to clinical
settings through simulation (sim) curriculums. A blended learning approach would
"strengthen the span between nr.using education and practice" (Krichbaum, 2008) as students
participate in multiple an#or complex patient scenarios prior to and during clinical
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experiences. The shared mission would support academic and clinical educators and may
even allow for increased enrollments to address nursing faculty shortages. Mentoring
programs are in place at UMMC, Fairview, and have been effective commr:nity support and
recruiting initiatives. One paraprofessional recently said, "It is helpful to work as a nursing
assistant because in clinicals in nursing school, I am taking care of only one to two patients at
a time" (Lund, 2009).
The Institute of Medicine's report on health professions education (2003), suggests a
need to rethink how we educate health professionals so that errors can be reduced and patient
safety enhanced. With RN turnover costs in the U.S. ranging from $22,000 to more than
$64,000 (Jones & Gates , 2A07) and some studies showing a relationship between RN
turnover and quality of care (Jones & Gates,20A7), grants to fund a simulation lab to
enhance nurse satisfaction and increase retention might also be considered. Additional grants
might be explored using the website information
Organizational financial support and grant monies are not the only two methods for
funding the initial and ongoing costs of a nursing simulation center. A holistic center could
build on nusing's history at Fairview Health Services and solicit fi.rnds from staffwho
continue to be influential voices in the organization. In addition, contributions could be
sought and a current day tribute built to forever remember their investments in the new space
and educational programs.
Many simulation center directors recommend being a part of a collaborative in the
initial stages of building a program. On Penn State's Hershey campus, the medical simulation
lab has been in place for fow years. They initially collaborated with surgery, anesthesia and
nursing schools and used in clinical training as well as crisis management and orientation.
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The center has recently rnoved to a larger place located over a library. At Clarion Health in
tndianapolis, a simulation lab which was in development for three years wilt have opened in
July of 2009. Capital expenses were divided three ways, between the healthcare
organization, the medical school and school of ntrsing. Their plan is to continue to share
annual operating expenses. The schools will reimburse Clarion on an annual basis. IIMMC,
Fairview has conducted two fact frnding meetings with the director of the Academic
Heathcare Center's Simulation Training Center to explore the possibiliry of utilizing an
existing and nearby facility for simulation training for its staff.
Acsording to the SimPORTAL's executive summary, it has "expanded simulation to
clinical spaces throughout the Fairview Hospital system. Currently this simulation program
serves a good portion of Minnesota via Fairview Southdale, Riverside, University, Lakes and
Northland." If UMMC, Fairviewwith its largest staffnumbers and location that is central to
the system entities were to construst its owr simulation center, it could explore the
possibilify of continuing collaboration with the SimPORTAL medical simulation center. In
addition, alternatives such as "second Life," could offset the costs of providing high quality
educational experiences. Second Life is a free online virtual world whose parent company,
Linden Research, lnc. describes as one "imagined and created hy its residents." The
University of Wisconsin in OshKosh has worked extensively with this company to reach out
to distance learners.
Other financial support might come from health instrance companie$ as they recognize
the cost savings a well trained staff generates. Vendors may be willing to donate or discount
equipment. Supplies which are being used but are outdated could be recruited to supply the
simulation centerjust as they are currently being used by course instructors.
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A final thought for project funding is to include politicians and legislators. Consider
writing a concept paper in which there is a brief needs assessment as well as a succinct
description of the scope, description, rationale for the project. During the construction and
evolution of the simulation center, invite cofirmr.lnity leaders and the media to witness the
development and experience first hand the value of hands-on training for healthcare
providers.
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Chapjer 3
Developmgnt ojlthe Practice Modgl - Introduction
John Collins (2005, p. 1), is of the opinion that'\ve must reject the idea --- well-
intentioned, but dead wrong --- that the primary path to greatness in the social sectors is to
become more like a business." That said, it is the business model which healthcare
organizations in the Ljnited States have followed for decades.
Ordinarily, customers pruchase goods or services when they are in good health and of
sound mind. Companies with reputations for service ensure that transactions are fair and
understood. Vulnerability is not a factor.
In the business of healthcare, however, the ill or injr:red customer often does not have
a choice. Forced to seek help for the pain or because the depressive state is incapacitating, or
in response to a lump discovered this morning; what was planned, as a nofinal work week is
now day after day of anxieties, symptoms, and appointments with previously unknown
medical personnel. In aworldwhere the normal extent of exposure is presenting a cred.it
card or driver's license, it is now a place where the client lies on his back, is asked to wear a
thin gown that allows for little modesty, ffid is asked multiple and very personal questions. It
is here where the nurse first meets and cares for the patient on multidimensional levels on an
around-the-clockbasis. It is here whereNewman (2008) counsels "...caring alone has not
been enough...Our caring must be linked with a concept of health that encompasses and goes
beyond disease" (p. 2). The same can be said of how the business of healthcare supports its
frontline staff. That is, provision for nursing support must go beyond orientation and
ongoing cornpetency training.
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It is the nurse who is the "organization's surveillance system" (Aiken & Patrician, 2000)
and who meets the patient upon entry into the medical system, assessing, intervening, and
inquiring about the effects of their actions. As human beings first, the interpersonal dynamics
merge with unit dynamics such as "Complexity Compression" (IVINA, 2008), and pre-
existing personal, private, or work issues-
Buerhaus (Smith, 2007) notes a national randomized survey in which it was revealed
that "physicians and CEOs were far Iess likely to report the nursing shortage had negatively
impacted patient safety or nrrses' ability to detect patient complications" [New Development
and Potential Action ![3). Buerhaus adds that healthcare leaders outside of nursing, i.e., the
Institute of Health, Institute of Medicine, National Quality Forum, and the Joint Commission
o'have become more supportive of nurses, more interested in how nurses work, and more
aware of how critical nurses are in achieving their particular interests with respect to
improving quality and safety" (opportunities and Threats'![ I).
As work productivity and nursing retention issues are reviewed in relationship to their
effects on unit budgets, another study found that RNs '\vere unable to meet the needs of their
patients on average 12.7ort of the time" (Letvak & Buck, 2008, discussion, fl 3). The results
support research done in Finland where "an increase of l5o/o in workload increased sickness
absence innurses, and a30Yo increase inworkload resulted in 12 exfiasick days per nurse
per year" (discussion 11 6). Letvak & Buck make the point that'khile bedside nursing is
inherently stressful" (background tl I ), Ieaders in healthcare organizations are being wamed
of the importance in recognizing job stress early on and offering resources to counter staff
loss and the costs associated with replacing experience nurses. Repeating an earlier
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statement, provision for nursing support must go beyond orientation and ongoing
competency training.
The Practice Mo_dgl_- Vision and Mission
Fr:ndamental to the practice model and its implementation is a mission and vision
statement. For the purposes of this project, the vision is as follows:
The Nursing Center for Arts and Sciences is a holistic center devoted to caring for the
caregiver. Using the concept of "Transformative Learning" (Newman, 2008 , p. 74),
users will be supported in the building of nursing knowledge, skills, and attitudes to
reach goals of enhancing competency, improving patient care, and expanding the
consciousness of both the nurse and patient.
The mission of the Nursing Center for Arts and Sciences is:
"Caring for the Caregiver."
Beginning with the resources already in place, a simulation training program at
IIMMC, Fairview would be geared to the needs of registered nurses in any phase of
orientation or for any specialized competency training. In addition to the provision of
simulated training experiences, a simulation lab design team would be assembled and meet
on at least a monthly basis in order to plan for an expanded simulation training program and
the resources it would require.
The Practise Model - Phasg One
Coordination for use of the Fairview System owned mannequins could begin from an
email statement from Kristi Miller, Clinical Safety Director at UMMC, Fairview, and co-
author to an article describing In-Situ simulation training for Obstetric and Neonatal
Emergencies (Miller, Riley, Davis & Hansen, 2008). In response to this project author's
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request to set up three ongoing simulation areas with cr:rrently owned equipment, Miller
spoke of the existing simulation training within the Fairview System. It has included In-Situ
training for Obstetric Emergencies which was conducted from Jan. '06 to March '08 and the
purchase in the Fall of '08 of Gaumard's Noelle and Baby Hal by Fairview Corporate for the
purposes of fuither OB departrnent training.
"Currently," K. Miller wrote, "our goal is to broaden this work into ICUED/OR's at
every site in the system" (personal communication, March 02,2009). Clinical Development
Specialists from specialty areas could meet with Miller and reserve mannequins for use in
rapid sequence intubatiors, for example, in the ICUs and EDs. In addition, during central
RN orientation, the Laerdal SimMan could be incorporated into a simulation training session
where an adult code blue is run. Further, the Sim Baby could be utilized in areas where
pediatric patients may require rapid assessment and accurate interventions for respiratory
distress and failure scenarios currently being sought by pediatricians.
While the expanded use of simulation mannequins was being planned, designated
Clinical Development Specialists and Learning Specialists would be afforded electronic and
didactic training for the programming of the various mannequins being used in the system.
In addition, scenarios would be written by educators and reviewed for the acsuracy related to
the fimctioning of the simulator by educators at Fairview Southdale and those who have
knowledge of the workings of the equipment heing planned for use. The timeline for phase
one would be six months from the first conversation with Kristi or her associates.
Practice Model :. Phase Two
Phase Two would begin with the simulation lab design team's first assembly of its
members and continue through the establishment of UMMC, Fairview's independently
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operating simulation center(s). Phase two would require at least two and as many as five
years to fully realize, depending on the scope of training the design team determines witl
occur. If limited to central metro Fairview entities, it would require less time than if the lab
were to be the sirnulation and education epicenter for the Fairview system.
With each phase of the practice model, rnore discipline will be required.. Because of
the need for increased resources, challenges may threaten to derail the design team and their
vision. For this reason, it is recommended that the team adapt a philosophy by which to
work; a philosophy which has been found to be a cofirmon denominator in great
organizations.
Called a Hedgehog concept, (Appendix 5, page 79) it is maintained by disciplined
people using disciplined thought taking disciplined actions and it would be evidenced
throughout all phases of the model. Especially important in phases one and two, the
Hedgehog concept would be determined by the simulation lab design team and crucial in
rnaintaining discipline in a large organization where multiple processes and initiatives will
threaten to distract resources from the project.
According to Collins, a Hedgehog concept (2001, p. 76) is a "simple, crystalline
concept that flows from deep understandiry about the intersection of,"
1. What you can be the best in the world at (and equally importarrt, what you cannot be
the best in the world at).
2. What drives your economic engine? How to most effectively generate a sustained
and robust cash flow and profitability, Example: cash flow per x.
3. What you are deeply passionate about. The key is to discover what makes you
passionate, not to stimulate passion.
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Practice Model - Phase Three
Phase Three would mark ajourney's begirtnirg whose goal is that of accomplishing a
paradigm shift in nursing education within the Fairview system. If a Hedgehog concept keeps
people and their actions disciplined during the construction of a nursing simulation center,
Margaret Newman's theory, Health as Expanding Consciousness, (Newman, t994) is the
map to follow in order to achieve the paradigm shift. Just as UMMC, Fairview represents the
"unitary, self-organizaing field embedded in a larger self-organizing field" (I.lewman, Sim, &
Corcoran-Perry, 1991, p.4) or Fairview Health Services, so do nurses who firnction fromthis
paradigm see themselves as the self-organizing field within UMMC, Fairview. Both nurses
and patients are centers of expanding consciousness. The professional nurse who practices
from this perspective cares not only for the patient's disease, but assists the patient in finding
nreaning in their lives by identifisation of their patterns of relating with the environment.
Insight into these patterns provides clients with the illumination of action possibilities, which
then opens the way for transformation,
When nursing educators partner with RNs in order to evolve their practice, ffid nurses
then subsequently partner with patients in order to provide meaning to their illness or injury;
support for nursing must be more than a simulated rehearsal of skills. The organization must
further embrace its cultr:re of education and support the growth of nurses on multiple levels.
How this is done is through a multifaceted and mutual investment between Fairview and its
nurses. It brings together all of what is currently provided in support to ntrsing and expands
on the model. While a nr:rsing simulation program is evolving, it will be the time to develop
a progrilm that invests in nurses in order to ensure their retention, provides for decreased
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patient complications and lengths of stay, flnds patients recoilrmending Fairview to their
friends and families, and earns bonuses for both the practitioner and the organization.
Transformational Nursing Simulation is the title of this project. The subtitle cues the
reader into what makes this program dif,ferent. Simulation training and the program in which
it is immersed is more than education. It is the discovery for and nurturing of passion for
nrusing in those who have been working in healthcare organizations based predominantly on
a business model.
Fairview will have a nursing simulation program. It is just a matter of time. The
difference in whether its evolution stops with phase one or two, or whether or not it moves
courageously into a phase three practice model, however, depends on whether or not an
organizational passion is rediscovered during the development of a tab. Regardless of where
the development stops, caring people will continue to care for vulnerable individuals. It is
just a question of how much of an invesfinent the organization and its nurses are willing and
able to make in the ongoing and shared evolution of its patients and staff,
The Fairvie.lry Center for Nursing A.{fs and Sqierses - Thg Structure
Emanating from a belief that'ocultwe drives both the quality of nurses'work lives and
the quality of patient care," (Essentials, 2004, p. 44), a look into the future Fairview Center
for Nursing Arts and Sciences is offered. Over the course of its development, the simulation
design team will need to continually ask the question "What are we passionate about?" In
answer to the question, organizational passion elicited from UMMC, Fairview's Magnet
Status may provide the fervor which brings the center to life.
As a nurse enters the center, there is an immediate sense of awe and inspiration as
commitrnent for and value placed on nursing in this institution is apparent, Marketing slogans
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and campaigns for Fairview's commitment to nurses and their recruitment and retention are
evident in this place. l'{wses are not relegated to baclcrooms and small lounges, but have a
focal point where support in their professional growth is lived, The statement Caring for the
Caregiver is predominantly displayed upon entry to the center, The fourteen Forces of
Magnetism are also in full view. To provide a connection from the past to the present,
visitors are invited to peruse Fairview's nursing historythrough documents, photos, and
memorabilia. Here, a volunteer (a Fairview RIII) also personally greets the visitor/staff
member with a smile and offers assistance as needed. Transitioring from the entry area, one
walks into a wann, beautiful, and richly decorated open circular space. The first impression
of the architecture is how it resembles a wooden wagon wheel where the lobby is the hub and
its spokes are the hallways leading to various nursing support services. The proximal lobby
points one to the entrance to nursing administration offices. Known for their openness and
transparency, nursing leaders and staff alike cross paths in the center's hub and stop to
exchange ideas and provide feedback on decisions.
In order to support the physical, emotional and psychological aspects of ngrsing, and to
decrease the impact of ill calls on Fairview's budgets; Employee Occupational Health's
office is located down one of the spokes or hallways to the wheel. Functioning as an urgent
care, staffprovide first line care and counseling for needle sticks and exposures, but also
intervene early in the assessment and treatrrent of symptoms so that their severity and impact
are limited. Because Fairview understands the significance of being present with each and
every patient, Employee Assistance Program counselors also have their offrces here in order
to host scheduled or impromptu debriefings resulting from challenges at work, or for
processing personal issues that drain energy and detract from mrrse-patient interactions.
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At the far end of the lobby is a snack bar that is identifiable by the scent of fresh coffee
wafting from the area. Known for its nutritious and energy producing food choices, it is the
place to visit when there is no time to pack a lunch or get to the cafeteria. In addition, there is
a decoratively cordoned off area that looks to the outdoors in order to give staff a sense of
being able to escape the pressures and regroup, even for only a few minutes. In warm
weather a patio invites people to sit outside. During break and, meal times massage therapists
circulate the cafd and patio areas, asking staff if they would like a free 5-10 minute shoulder,
hand, or foot ma$sage.
The entire center is spacious, open, naturally lit, and it is built to be environmentally
friendly and energy efficient. Container gardens are cared for by volunteers, and staff are
invited to pnrchase the organically grown foods from the snack shop. Down another short
hallway and between the lounge and simulation center is the library. In addition to nursing
periodicals and reference books, extra computers are available in a quiet place conducive to
completing elearning assignments. It is also the place where a librarian might be asked for a
specific reference for retrieval during or shortly after a shift. Because audiovisual staff are
inherent to the needs of libraries and staff education, technology experts have their offices
here as well.
The simulation lab makes up half of the total square footage of the Center for Nursing
Arts and Sciences. Built to be flexible, it is apparent that critical care units can easily
transition to EDs and operating rooms with its adjacent space used to represent a pre or post
anesthesia care area. A single grouping of six patient rooms allows the duplication for a
realistic hospital in-patient pediatric or adult unit assignment. A11 rooms can be easily re-
designed to reflect that of a behavioral unit or a home health or clinic setting as a result of
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headwalls and furnishings all built for portability. Adjacent to patient care areas are several
classrooms equipped with computers and ideal for simulation debriefing sessions, didactic
training, or meetings. tn addition are the coilrmand centers, restrooms, and storage areas for
both students' belongings and simulation equipment and supplies.
Within the library and simulation training areas are multiple task trainers including
intubation heads, intravenous training afins, male/female catheterization simulators, a hurnan
skeleton, and a larger than life heart and brain built to be disassembled for an anatomy
review. Anatomical and ACLS charts line the walls of the library and various training areas.
Where task trainers are deemed insufficient for the training, six full bodied pediatric and
adult mailnequins are available. Three are coilsidered low fidelity (passive, no technology)
mannequins and three are high fidelity or are built to duplicate human qualities.
Not as apparent is the Center for Nursing Arts and Scienceos infrastructure. However,
without its transforrnational program, the center would merely be expensive real estate.
The Fairview Center-for Nursinq A{t$. and Sciepces - The l$frastructure
Currently, central RN and nursing unit orientations are structured programs provided
by the organization in order to ensure nursing competency for Fairview's policies,
procedr.ues, equipment, and patient care. In addition, ongoing competency training is offered
and based on what nursing managers and educators or regulatory agencies have deemed as
necessary. Although important to the facility's functionitrg, 0n overview of the content
reveals it to be a diverse mix of topics corresponding to what specialty groups and regulatory
agencies are focusing on at the time. Rather than emanating from a RNos individual
professional goals, Fairview must expend much of its limited annual educational budget on
competency training designed to meet the expectations of outside groups. Examples include
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restraints and their proper use, recognition of stroke symptoms, and blunt and penetrating
trauma; all important information but not what every RN needs paid training for because they
are already competent in the topic.
ln order to counter this dynamic and align itself better with professional development
and other Forces of Magnetism, the Nursing Center for Arts and Sciences would fi:nction
from its Hedgehog concept and to which all efforts are guided. Rather than meeting a myriad
of external expectations, the center would operate from a lcnowtng of what it can be the best
in the world at, what drives its economic engine, and what it is deeply passionate about
(Collins, 2001, pp. 95-96). Transporting the current educational program from what it is to
what is called "Caring in the Human Health Experience" (Tomey & Alligood, 2006, p. a99)
through "Transformative Leaming" (Newman, 2008,p.74) and a profit per employee
methodology is core to determining how to continue to move forward. It proposes an
educational and professional support program that is grounded not only in the evolution of a
nurse, but ensures the transference of the mrrse's expertise and expanded consciousness to
the nurse-patient relationship in order that there might be evolution even as illness or injury
is experienced.
The Center for Nursing Arts and Sciences' philosophy is aligned with that of a non-
profit organizations' product of changed human beings. Operating in the belief that
consciousness is coextensive in the universe and resides in all matter, and persons are centers
of expanding consciousness within an overall pattern of expanding consciousness (Appendix
3, page 77), it advances the nurse's expertise and works to help the RN understand their own
patterns of learning and relating. From an evolved place where personal issues have been
worked through and therefore have less of a potential for interfering in the nurse-patient
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relationship, the nurse meets the patient with an increased presence where then the patient
can be helped to identif,/ the patterns by which they are living. Especially in an institution
where multiple physician specialty groups provide the privilege of caring for patients whose
lives have been extended, RNs functioning from this perspective will discover an increased
satisfaction and joy for their work. The disease state was perhaps not cured but the RN
understands Newman's belief that "the responsibility of the nurse is not to make people well,
or to prevent their getting sick, but to assist people to recognize the power that is within them
to move to higher levels of consciousness" fNewmffi, 1994, p. xv).
"Caring in the Health as Expandirrg Consciousness perspective is nonjudgrnental,
noninterventionist, and involves bang with rather than just doing for. It is caring in the
deepest, rnost respectful sense" (Newman,2}09, Exemplar). Instead of operating from a task
oriented, disease-based, highly technical and regulated practice, the nurse partners with the
patient during a period of "disruption and uncertainty" (Newman, n.d, 11 9). Here the patient
may begin to understand their underlying personal patterns and perhaps decide that their
diagnosis has now presented them with an opportunity for transformation, It would be a
chance for the patient to gain enlightenment for the illness or injury and its place in life, and
gain insights which could influence decisions and affect relationships.
Newman's Health as Expanding Consciousness (HEC) theory has been used
extensively in research involving caregivers of chronically ill people and families where
disabling events have occurred (Tomey & Alligood, 2006, p, 507). Parish nurses and
numerous nurse practitioners have incorporated its concepts in their practices. The theory has
been applied to adults with cancer, the frequent illness and hospitalization of toddlers, and. in
the care of the mentally ill. It has been suggested for use by school nurses working with
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insulin-dependent diabetic adolescents and for a case manager's practice (Tomey &
Alligood, 2006, p. 508). Graduate students continue to conduct research and design projects
based on Newman's theory.
A literature search for the theory and its application identified multiple examples
describing its use with cancer patients, HIV/AIDS patients in Japan, patients with chronic
skin wounds, and women working to maintain their weight loss. Two artisles described the
personal transforrration of the nurse and others looked atthe future of nursing through the
lens of Health as Expanding Consciousness. One exemplar within Newman's website was
written by an emergency room nurse in a major trauma center, In it she describes her
experience with a female patient who is brought to the emergency department with severe
dehydration secondary to nausea and vomiting from an underlying chronic condition. Beyond
performing emergent tasks, the nurse addressed the patient's cr:rrent experience in context
with the rest of her life. She was able to provide her with resources that she was lacking for
the provision of her children at a point in her life where she knew she was dying. As the
nurse reflected on her experience, she noted that "In our brief interaction, what becarne
obvious to my patient and to me was that this point in her life was not just one of physical
deterioration, but also a time of potential spiritual growth for her and her family. Health took
on new meaning" (F,iewman, 2009, Exemplar).
ln education, one author described "transformative learning" as that which involves
"dialogue-inquiry" where individuals "make self-discoveries" (Wade, 1998), and as a result,
their actions match with how they interpret the world. The author then discussed how HEC
incorporates the process of transformation. Newman suggests that as nursing education
"revolves arorxtd pattern as a concept, substance, process, and method" (Tomey & Alligood,
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2006, p. 508) it places nursing in a position where it can be influential in the future of the
healthcare industry.
Newman's model has been used in associate and baccalaureate nursing degree
programs in South Dakota. Her collection ofwork resides inthe University of Tennessee
Health Service Center. On August 19-21 ,20A9, a dialogue of scholars focused on conducting
research and implementing practice that is related to Newman's theory was hosted by the
school of nursing within this Tennessee facility. Newman's latest book, Transforming
Presence (Newman, 2008) devotes an entire chapter to Transformational Nursing Education
and how it can be adapted to programs, As a retired Professor Emeritus at the University of
Minnesota the theory is grounded in practice and praxis.
The Fairview Center folNursing Arts and Scienges - The P-rggrarn
Returning to the center's Hedgehog Concept in Appendix 5, page 79, transformative
Iearning is what UMMC, Fairview will be striving to be the best in the world at. Existing
partnerships with multiple medical and nursing schools, including the University of
Minnesota, and other Fairview entities will continue to grow. The passion required to carry
forward the nursing simulation lab through each of its evolutionary phases will come from
the ideaof "Caring inthe Human HealthExperience" (Parker, 1991, p. a99). To determine
what will drive the center's resource engine, the concept of profit per employee will be
integrated into the organization's non-profit status.
The profit per employee model assumes an increased accountability and mutuality
between the nurse and the instifution in order to provide an exceptional experience for the
caregiver and patient. As healthcare organizations must continue to adapt to the current
recession and budgetary cuts, the nurse would partner in these challenges by shouldering an
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increased responsibility for competency and forthe provision of high quality patient care. A
non-profit organization that "neither supplies goods or services nor controls," a$.d whose
"product is neither a pair of shoes nor an effective regulation" must function within its
budgets. However, because a non-profit's product is a"changed humsn being" and these
instifutions are "human-change agents'o (Drucker,1990, p.xiv), continual support for more
than a nurse's tasks and equipment is required.
As of October, 2008, hospitals were no longer reimbursed for eight hospital-acquired
conditions. Of the eight, four are nursing-sensitive outcomes as defined by the National
Quality Forum. They include, prsssure ulcers, patient falls, catheter-associated urinary tract
infections, and intravenous catheter associated infections. [n October of 2009 another nursing
related condition, hospital-acquired ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) will be added. It
is the "linking of hospitals' payments to nursing-sensitive measurements...which will
continue to increase the attention paid to nurses' critical roles in patient outcomes..,"
(Kirchheimer, 2008, p 44). Nursing now has its first tool in its ability to make a business case
for an organization's investment into the profession. Just as physician groups have been
viewed for their potential to bring patients to the hospital, nursing has the chance to market
its ability to prevent complications, shorten stays, enhanse the quality of care, and change
human beings.
In 2003-04, Fairview Health Services participated in Premier, Inc.'s Hospital Quality
lncentive pay-for-performance demonstration project where care for heart attack, heart
failr:re, pneumonia, coronary artery bypass graft, and hip and knee replacements was
measured. From the profit per ernployee model within the Center for Nursing Arts and
Sciences program, the RN would need to make an ongoing case for their contribution to
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quality care in exchange for Fairview's ongoing investment in the program. The practice
model would represent another example of how nurses and the organization in which th*y
function are "...centers of expanding consciousness within an overall pattern of expanding
consciousness" (Newman, 1986, p. 31).
Upon opening its doors, The Center for Nursing Arts and Sciences would serue as the
orientation center for all employees as this is where the larger classrooms will be located.
Central orientation would be an eight hour day where practices specific to UMMC, Fairview
are reviewed. Taking the form of a walking tour, one half of the new employees would tour
the facilrty and meet leaders, stop by the parking office for contracts while the other half
would be in the center participating in simulation training. After four hours, the groups would
change places.
Following central orientation, clinical department specialists would partner with
learning specialists and orientees to provide department and unit specific training. In
addition, employees would be given the opporhmity to participate in training rnandated by
hospital specialty designations and regulatory agencies. Once the organization invests in the
initial and ongoing costs of the Nursing Center for Arts and Science and an RN's orientation,
the responsibility for investing in one's professional growth and the ability to work towards
an expanded consciousness would then shift to the RN and their practice. ln other words,
RNs would be paid for their performance and their ability to improve patient outcomes and
contained costs would be apparent in the profit per employee model.
Upon accepting a position at UMMC, Fairview, the RN would agree to a pay-for-
performance alrangement (Appendices 6 &,7,pp. 80 & 81) in exchange for Fairview's
investment in the employee. No longer would casual employees be able to he paid for time
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spent in orientation without being held accountable to their return investment into the facility.
For nurses who have been hired into staffing blocks, when orientation and the probationary
period are complete, Fairview would continue to invest in the RN, however, it would be up to
the nurse to maintain a professional nursing porffolio each year in order to qualify for a
potential bonus.
Resor.uces now invested in scheduling training and tracking compliance would be
shifted to the employee. A basic template for the process for completion of required learning
would be in place for the RN to follow. Fainriew would pay the employee to meet the
expectations of its regulatory agencies and specialty groups, but beyond these basics,
competence would be motivated by the support nurses feel from the organization via its
center and from the pay for performance model.
Time now spent completing assigned work while providing patient care on a unit will
change to a mutual agreement made at the time of hire. It would stipulate that if Fairview
supports the RN will support the organization and the nursing profession. The employee
would, in furn, have a place to regenerate their energy over a meal break or have a place
where th*y could spend one-half of a day completing annual competencies or understanding
a new process on a unit. As the center and its educators and staftpartner with the nurse and
the supportive experience transfers to the nwse-patient relationship, inherent throughout is
the Hedgehog's concept for caring in the human health experience. The reputation for
working at UMMC, Fairview becomes one where it is not merely a job but a transformational
experience where the RIII and patients evolve to higher levels of fi.rnctioning.
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Chapter 4
Evaluation of the Ce4ter fot Nursins Arts.and Sciences Model
Readers are asked to refer to page 60 for a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, threats) analysis of the UMMC, Fairview Center for Nursing Arts and
Sciences. Chosen for its clarity in presenting a proposition or idea, it evaluates the pros and
cons for developing a project of this type.
SWOT analysis evolved out of work done at the Stanford Research lnstitute in the
1960's. Subjective in nature, the analysis reflects on the content of this paper by one author
and it does not consider the viewpoints of other potential stakeholders. Biased, it builds on
the idea that anyone can create a nursing simulation center; however, not every nursing
simulation center has the capacity to educate, re-ignite passion, and expand the consciousness
of a nurse which then directly benefits the patient.
When reviewing the SU/OT table on the following page, it is important to recognize
that strengths and weaknesses are considered internal factors, whereas opportunities and
threats are external factors. Strengths can be maintained, leveraged, or built on. Weaknesses
can be dealt'with and repaired. Opportunities can be prioritized and used for their benefit.
Threats can be anticipated and countered. In the end, the successful completion of a
transformational nursing simulation center will depend on the adherence to an impassioned
vision for the fuhrre of nursing education within the Fairview Health Services organization.
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UMMC, Fairview Center for Nursing Arts and Science - SWOT Analysis
Ef,TERNAL
P
o
s
I
T
I
v
E
Strengths
r Center is located in the largest entity and geographical center
of the Fairuiew system.
r Two private colleges and one university, all with nursing
programs/ are within walking distance of the center.
o Center is located in a Magnet status healthcare organization.
r Fairview is committed to ongoing education,
r Because of its phased implementation design and holistic
"caring for the caregiver" approach, the center has the
potential for recruiting multiple and substantive grants.
r The center's infrastructure is grounded in nursing theory.
r More than suppofting staff and caring for patients, the center
works to provide a transformational experience through a
holistic approach. It allows for an expanded consciousness on
the paft of the RN, and a nurse-patient relationship that
enables transformation to occur.
r The center, its philosophy, and practices are research and
marketi ng intermediaries.
r Nurses are able to see the value Fair.uiew places in its nurses,
Evidence for this is in increased RN retention rates.
r Fairview has a large enough RN and student population to
support a functional utilization rate of 70-75a/0.
r The center offers a place and source for additional nursing
research opportunities.
Oppoftunities
r The Institute of Medicine urges training for change and the
need to create a learning organization that is aggressively
involved in managing the learning process.
r Opportunity to transform nursing pedormance from a
productivity driven model to a patient transformation
model.
r Chance to transition to a rnore mutual relationship between
the institution and the RN where the nurse is accountable
for going beyond quatity care in exchange for Fairview's
investment in their evolution.
r Chance to increase the number of new grads who are able
to meet entry level expectations for clinicaljudgment to
more than 350/o.
r Additional collaborations with medical teams and groups
through team training.
r 0pportunity for a fully engaged, knowledgeable, and skilled
workforce to speak of the experience of providing nursing
care in such a supportive organization.
r 0ppoftunity for a dynamic educational program geared to
unit, team, and individual learning needs.
r Educational bridging between senior nursing students and
new grads have a potential for growth.
r Opportunities for the organization and its nurses to
pafticipate in fundraising and grant writing.
r Chance to network with organizational, professional,
communig, and political leaders.
V
E
Weaknesses
r The center is planned for a place and time where if traditional
logic is used, there are n0 resources available for a nursing
center of this scope and vision.
r Due to limited resources/ plans for the center may proceed in
a piecemeal manner. This may lead to increased time and
money being spent in the future to resolve problems which
could have been prevented through disciplined long-range
planning and actions.
r Although nursing practice indicators are gaining value and
credibility, physician groups continue to be recognized for
their revenue generating abilities. This assumption serves to
undervalue the contribution of high quality nursing to
decrease complications and patient lengths of stay,
Threats
r Facility buy-in and multiple end-use consensus is needed,
r The tendency to dismiss a project of this size amidst the
current healthcare and economic challenges.
r A paradigm shift is required to incorporate ideas such as
transformative learning and profit per employee,
o Design team members who are chosen for their interest
rather than their expertise.
r Center requires a design team's long term commitment to
securing initial and ongoing funding sources as well as
protecting dedicated reserves from re-allocations.
r A healthcare's non-profit status does not keep it from
operating from a business model where priority is on
productivity rather than the relationship with the patient.
r A future threat would occur if performance of the center is
assessed relative to its bottom line rather than its mission.
pto*koh E/2009
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Chapter-I
Discussion and Qonclusions
Human beings and organizations invest in what they value. Whether the amenity is
time, money, energy, or goods, ffid especially if resources are limited, calculated investments
and allocations are made. Currently, healthcare organizations partner with physician groups
to attract and retain clients because it is in the business of caring for patients. It must be said,
however, that there is an increasing movement toward the examination of what a highly
firnctioning nursing staff will do to prevent complications and decrease patient lengths of
stay.Administrators also are very aware of the costs of orientation and those saved in the
retention of competent staff.
Critics will always be able to find the nurse who is motivated purely by the
opportunity to make a good wage after completion of a two year nursing program. However,
most nurses leave their friends and families at all times of the day and night to spend eight to
twelve hor.rs focusing on another human being's welfare. It is what they value. Working for
predominantly non-profit organizations recognized for their et'forts to change people and
society, they meet the ill or injured and vulnerable individual exactly at the point of their
present condition and experience. Providing words of comfort, measuring intracerebral
perfusion or pulmonary wedge pressures, administering an anxiolytic because the analgesic is
not enough, emergently responding to a life-threatening dysrhyhmia, wiping liquid stool
from the excoriated skin for another time; what nurses do for others can ody be accurately
portrayed by the impact of the nurse-patient relationship on its people.
While th"y give of themselves to ameliorate another's suffering, nurses as people may
worry about r.rnpaid bills or a harsh disagreement with a friend earlier in the day, He or she
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may be working in spite of hip and knee pain and on throbbing feet under the weight of
worry and extra pounds. It might be the end of a four, twelve horu shift stretch where tonight
the unithas beenworking shortbecause of a co-worker's absence. The country continues in a
recession, the nurse heard prior to reporting for work. At work, the organization's intranet
home page announces that additional cutbacks are anticipated. Gas is up another two cents a
gallon.
What rejuvenates the psychological and emotional energy needed to support the patient
and his family? When numerous distracters compete for time spent at the bedside, such as
accommodating a new process or high volume infusion pump, taking steps deemed essential
to an accurate patient record, covering unit responsibilities that used to be done by ancillary
staff; why would a nurse return to another shift to again do it all over again? Among many
things, it is a resonance with another human being's experience that leads to a personal
connection and the chance to provide supportive and healing care to all levels of the patient's
experience. It is answering the call inherent to being fully alive through making a difference
in someone else's life; to provide meaning for one's existence beyond merely meeting the
basic needs for humanity, or in other words, to expand consciousness.
It is the difference in providing service in a for-profit and non-profit organization. Both
meetthe needs of the consumer, butthe non-profit goes beyond to charuge the experience of
the human for the better. It is this facet which leaders in healthcare organizations are
challenged to continue to nurfure and protect when budgets are revised.
Transformational Nursing Simulation is a scholarship of integration. The work is
meant to merge the significance for nursing simulation in a progressive educational program
with the reminder of a nur$e's capaclff to be a "Transforming Presence" (Newman, 2008),
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Caring in the Human Health Experience requires partnering the nr:rse with the educator and
on a multi-dimensional level inviting a personal evolution that works through potentially
distracting issues. It in furn frees the nurse to be fully present with each patient and "to
concentrate fully and unconditionally" on what is "most meaningful to the client" (Newman,
2008, p. 34). It assumes a desire to listen and to truly hear what is important to another
human being.
Implications for inequities between a business model for healthcare and one invested in
caring in the human health experience have the potential for decreasing as nursing is able to
better articulate its contribution to the organization's bottom line. In addition, as nurses begin
to take ownership for their own practice and translate caring into terms recognized within a
business model, there is great potential for the profession to strengthen its ability to negotiate
for limited resources. Peter Buerhaus (2009, tf 2) has described what he refers to as his
"private agenda" in saying:
I have always believed that nurses are "undervalued," and it has been a compslting
interest of mine to help bring about a higher social and economic valuation of nruses.
Given their rurfathomable contributions to improving the welfare of society, I believe that
nurses are a very good "buy." I am convinced that making life easier for nurses and
ensuring an ample supply of a well-prepared workforce is a worthy endeavor.
Americans have repeatedly spoken of their trust in the nursing profession. "The
Campaign for Nursirrg's Future" spotrsored by The Johnson & Johnson Company is in its
sixth year and is designed to support nursing through public awareness activities and
recruitrrrent and educational opporfunities for nurses. In one of its videos posted on the
website lJ-fube, a patient speaks of how her nurse "put so much into" her experience. "It
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would have been very difficult without her." Physicians bring patients to a facility but it is
the nurse who influences the experience while they are there. ln their most vulnerable times,
it is the nurse who holds the hand, offers a somforting word, recognizes impending
complications and acts to lirnit negative outcomes. It is the nurse who directly impacts an
organization's bottom line by decreasing lengths-of-stay and for which major regulatory
agencies are now determining how they pay hospitals for the provision of patient care.
The design of a healthcare organization's nursing simulation program will be similar to
any number of existing labs and dependent firsthand on the existing resources a company has
to support it. It will also, however, provide insight into what the business values. To become
transformational, a nr:rsing simulation progrirm will require a foundation built on a vision and
a passion for making a difference in not only the life of a patient, but how the nurse is
enabled to provide afl experience where expanding consciousness can take place. It then
requires adherence to a Hedgehog Concept in order to keep distracters and re-allocations
from derailing the project.
The development of The Nursing Center for Arts and Sciences cannot be the sole
responsibility of the healthcare organization in which it resides. It will require a paradigrn
shift for how nursing edusation and support are provided. From one where the nurse can
expect to be given such benefits to one where there is evidence for a nurse's understanding
not only of what his or her care provides to the patient but for what the nursing profession
contributes to the organization as a whole. In the new model all nurses wilt be given a
standard wage and basic benefits, however, reimbursement stratifications will be directly
linked to the nurse's practice portfolio, annual evaluation, and contribution to the profession
and organization. Correlations between increased patient satisfaction scores, decreased
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patient complications and lengths of stays, and evidence for the nurse who has experienced
an expanded consciousness and is caring in the human health experience will be seen.
Recruitment, retention, and orientation costs will plummet along with the increased costs
involved with patients who remain in the hospital due to unrecognized or inappropriate
interventions.
Modern day non-profit organizations have been caught up in the competitive business
culture so prevalent in America today. Over the past four decades as external forces have
limited reimbursements to hospitals and providers, healthcare facilities have reallocated
resources in order to recruit physician groups, create access points for patients through
clinics, and build and renovate space to attract consumers to their services. Nursing is
considered important by these groups; however, it is also viewed in the context of total
salaries paid to staff. Overall, the value of what the nurse brings to the experience of the
patient has depreciated because of its prioritization in the hierarchy of a business and because
nursing as a profession has not done enough to measure the value it contributes to the patient
care experience. In a recent literatue review specific to nursing performance, Delucia, Ott &
Palmieri (2009, Work Environment section 1l l) wrote:
The profession of nursing as a whole is overloaded because there is a nursing shortage.
Individual nurses are overloaded. They are overloaded by the number of patients they
oversee. They ars ovsrloaded by the nwnber of tasks they perform, They work under
cognitive overload, engaging in multitasking and encountering frequent intemrptions.
The work under perceptual overload due to medical devices that do not meet perceptual
requirements, insufficient lighting, illegible handwriting, and poor Iabeling designs. They
work under physical overload due to long work hours and patient handling demands...[n
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short, the nursing work system often exceeds the limits and capabilities of human
performance.
What is offered by the aforementioned description of a nursing simulation program is
an invitation to change the way we think about the provision for nursing care and its support
of the profession. It is time to invite partnerships, passion, and the chance for the expansion
of the nurse's and patient's consciousness into any experience where human beings are
involved. If this does not occur, non-profit organizations will run the risk that its services and
nurse-patient relationships will resemble more that of repeated and unfeeling business
transactions that are hr:rried and disconnected; where subliminal and early symptoms are not
picked up and intervened on. It will be a place where people work in spite of personal
distractions but who are drained of important resources that make the difference between an
action and a connection.
Healthcare reform is at hand. Perhaps now is also the time when nurses will find ways
of articulating the value of caring and transforming not only how simulation training but
caring in the human health experience occurs.
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lM CENTER DIRECTORY (161 I-istings)
lnstitutional Affil iation
Abbott Northwestern Hospital
Alberta Children's Hospital
Alberta Children's Hospital
Albefta Child ren's Hospital
Alberta Ch ildren's Hospital
Alberta Health Services
Allg. Krankenhaus Linz
Arkansas Childrens Hospital
Associate Professor of Surgery
ASU College of Nursing & Healthcare
lnnovation
Ganner Good Samaritan Medicat Center
Baptist Health
Baystate Medical Center
Bloomsburg University
Brody School of Medicine East Carolina
University
California State University, Chico
Carilion Clinic
Carolinas HealthCare System
Appendix 1 - Simulation Center Directory
S_im Center Name
Abbott Northwestern Hospital Center
for Clin ical Simulation
KIDSIM Pediatric Human Patient
Simulation Centre
KIDSIM Pediatric Human Patient
Simulation Centre
KIDSIM Pediatric Human Patient
Simulation Centre
KIDSIM Pediatric Human Patient
Simulation Centre
Alberta Health Services Prehospital
Simulation - Calgary
Zentrum fUr medizinsche Simulation
Medical Simulation and Patient Safety
Lab
Rural Northern California Clinical
Simulation Center
Carilion Clinic Center for Experiential
Learning
Carolinas Simulation Center
Transformational Nursing Simulation
StatelCountry Website
PULSE Center
McGill Medical Simulation Centre Canada
Educational Simulation Program United States
Banner Simulation Education and United States
Education Training Center
lnstitute for Patient Safety and Medical United States
Simulation
Baystate Simulation Center United States
Simulated Learning Lab
United States
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Austria
United States
United States
United States
Unlted States
United States
United States
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
!l_s_it
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
V.isit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Details
View
Listing
View
Listinq
'Vleyv
Lts.ltnq
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listino
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listing
VieW
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Llstinq
View
Listinq
Vi_ew
Listing
View
Case Western Reserve University lVlt Sinai Skills & Simulation Center United States
Center of Medical Expertise
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Central Hospital of Central Finland Finland Visit
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Website
United States Visit
Website
Charleston Area Medical Center
Children's Hospitals and Clinics of
Minnesota
Children's Mercy Hospltal and Clinics
Chippewa Valley Technical College
Christiana Hospital
Cincinnati Children's Hospital
Coimbra University Hospitals
Cooper University Hospital
Dalhousie University
Danish lnstitute for Medical Simulation at
Copenhagen University Hospital Herlev
David Grant Medical Center, Travis Air
Force Base
Des Moines University
Drexel University - College of Nursing &
Health Professions
Duke University Medical Center
Duke University lvledical Center
East Tennessee State University/Quillen
School of Medicine
Emory Healthcare
Emory School of Medicine
ESSC
ESSC
ESSC
CAMC lnstitute Patient Simulation
Center
Children's Simulation Center and
Kohl's Mobile Simulation Lab
Center for Excellence in Pediatric
Resucitation
Virtual Medical Center
Cooper University Hospital Simulation
Laboratory
Atlantic Health Training & Simulation
Centre
Danish lnstitute for Medical Simulation
Christiana Hospital Virtual Education
and Simulation Technology Lab
Cincinnati Childrens' Center for
Simulation and Research
Coimbra Biomedical Simulation Center Portugal Visit
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
Canada
Denmark
United States
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
lVebsite
Visit
Website
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Lis.tinq
View
l=isting
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listing
DGMC Simulation Center
lowa Simulation Center for Patient United States
Safety and Clinical Skills at Des
Moines University
Center for Interdisciplinary Clinical United States
Simulation & Practice
Duke University Human Simulation and United States
Patient Safety Center
Surgical Education and Activities United States
Laboratory
Center for Experiential Learning United States
Emory Angiographic Simulation United States
Training (EAST) Center
Emory Center for Experiential Learning United States
Emergency Support Simulation Center Peru
Emergency Support Simulation Center Peru
Emergency Support Simulation Center Peru
Exeter Hospital Clinical Sim Lab United States
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Ligtilg
View
l-isting
View
Listinq
Vtew
Ljsting
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
VLew
Listino
View
Listtng
Exeter Hospital, lnc
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Feinberg Medical School, Northwestern KIdSTAR Simulation Program
University
Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern Center for Simulation Technology and
University Academic Research
Grand Valley State University GVSU Simulation Center
Harvard Medical School Center for Medical Simulation
Harvard Medical School Children's Hospital Boston Simulator
Program
Gilbert Program in Medical Simulation
at Harvard Medical School
STRATUS Center for Medical
Simulation
HealthPartners Simulation Center for
Patient Safety at Metropolitan State
University
Center for Simulation, Education and
Research
Centro de Ensino Treinamento e
Simulag6o / Simulation Teaching and
Train ning Center-CETES
Centro de Entrenamiento
Harvard lVledical Schoot
Harvard Medical School
HealthPartners
Henry Ford Health System
Hospital do Coragfro-HCor-SP
United States Visit
Website
United States
United States
United States
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visrl
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
vjprt
Website
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
L!sting
View
Listing
View
Listing
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States Visit Viev'r
Brazil
Spain
Mexico
United States
Visit View
Website
Visit
Website
Listing
View
Listinq
Hospital Valdecilla
Hospital y Fundaci6n Clinica M6dica Sur
Indiana University
John A Burns School of Medicine
John A Burns School of Medicine
John A. Burns School of Mediclne
John Hunter Hospital
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine
Kansas City University of Medicine and
Biosciences
Karolinska lnstitutet
Loma Linda University School of Medicine
Centro de Simulacion y Destrezas
M€dicas (CESIDEIVI)
The lndiana University/Clarian
I nterd isciplinary Simulated Learn ing
Center
University of Hawaii John A Burns
School of Medicine
University of Hawaii John A Burns
School of Medicine
SimTiki Simulation Center - Telehealth
Research lnstitute
Hunter New England Skills &
Simulation Centre
Johns Hopkins Simulation Center
Kesselheim Center for Clinical
Competence
Center for Advanced Medical
Simulation
Loma Linda University Medical
Simulation Center
Loma Linda University Medical
United States Visit View
Website
WeFsile
Visit
Websitq
Visit
Website
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listing
United States Visit
Website
United States Visit
Website
Australia Visit
Website
United States Visit
Website
United States Visit
Website
Sweden Visit
Website
United States Visit
Website
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listjng
View
Listirlg
ViewLoma Linda University School of Medicine
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Louisiana State University
Madigan Army Medical Center
Mayo CIinic
McMaster University
Medical College of Wisconsin
Melbourne University
Metropolitan State U niversity
Metropolitan State University
Metropolitan State
U niversity/HealthPartners I nstitute for
Medical Education
Michigan State University
Michigan State University/Kalamazoo
Center for Medical Studies
Michigan State University/Synergy Medical
Education AIIiance
Napa Valley College
New York Hospital Queens
none
none
None
None
North Shore-LlJ Health System
North Shore-LlJ Health System
Northeastern Ohio Universities College of
Medicine (NEOUCOM )
Northern Michigan University
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Simulation Center
Louisiana State University Health United States
Sciences Center in New Orleans
Charles A. Anderson Simulation Center United States
& Army Central Simulation Committee
Mayo Clinic Multidisciplinary Simulation United States
Center
McMaster University Centre for Clinical Canada
Simulation
Medical College of Wisconsin United States
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
St. Vincent's Simulation Center Australia
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listino
View
Listing
View
Listing
VieW
Listinq
Vietu
Listing
View
Listing
VLew
Listing
vtsw
Listinq
Kalamazoo Center for Medical Studies United States
Simulation Center and Bioskills Lab
Synergy Medical Multidisciplinary United States
Simulation Center
Wine Country Regional Simulation United States
Center
New York Hospital Queens Human United States
Simulation Center
Carilion Clinic Center for Experiential United States
Learning
Green Ambulance Simulator United States
tMcMaster Children's Hospital
HealthPartners Simulation Center for
Patient Safety
HealthPartners Sim ulation Center for
Patient Safety
HealthPartners Simulation Center for
Patient Safety at Metropolitan State
University
Learning and Assessment Center
STARS Centre for Education and
Research
North Shore-LIJ Health System Patient
Safety lnstitute
North Shore-LlJ Health System Patient
Safety lnstitute
Wasson Center for Clinical Skills
Training, Assessment and Scholarship
Northern Michigan University School of
Nursing
United States
United States Visit
Website
United States Visit
Website
United States yjsri
Website
Canada
CANADA
United States
United States
United States
United States
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
View
Listing
VieW
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Lis-tinq
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Ljstinq
View
Listino
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
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Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg Paracelsus Medical Simulation Centre Austria Visit
Website
Visit
Website
View
Listr"ng
View
Listing
Pennsylvania State Universig College of
Medicine at the Milton S Hershey Medical
Center
Pensacola J u nior College
Pinnacle Health System
Rhode lsland Hospital (Lifespan), Alpert
Medical School of Brown University
Rush University Medical Center
Springfield Tech. Comm. College
St. Vincent Mercy Medical Center
St. Vincent Mercy Medical Center
Stanford University School of Medicine
Stanford University School of Medicine
State University of New York Downstate
Stavan ger U niversity Hospital
Swedish Medical Center
Temple College/Scott & White/Texas A&M
HSC COM Clinical Simulation Center
Simulation Development and Cognitive United States
Science Laboratory
Mary Smart Simulation Center United States Visit View
Website
Sanitas University Fetal Medicine Simulation Center
School of Medicine Loma Linda University Medical
Simulation Center
Sheba Medical Center & Tel Aviv MSR, the lsrael Center for Medical
University Simulation
Simulation Basel, University Hospital Basel Swiss Center for Medical Simulation
SIMULEARN srl SIMULEARN srl
SIMULEARN srl SIMULEARN srl
Southern Health
Switzerland Visit
Italy
Southern Health Simulation and Skills Australia
Centre
SIMS Medical Center United States
Pinnacle Health System Simpson
Simulation Lab
Rhode lsland Hospital Medical
Simulation Center
Rush University Simulation Laboratory
Laparoscopy, Simulation and Robotics
Training Center
Laparoscopy, Simulation and Robotics
Training Center
Center for Advanced Pediatric and
Perinatal Education
Goodman Simulation Center at
Stanford
SUNY Downstate Medical Simulation
Center
Stavanger Acute medicine Foundation
for Education and Research
Gossman Center for Advanced
Pediatric and Perinatal Simulation
Temple CollegelScott & White/Texas
A&M HSC COM Clinical Simulation
Center
United States Vrsrt
Website
lsrael Visit
Website
Website
Visit
Webslte
Italy
United States
United States
United States
Columbia
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
Norway
United States
United States
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Listrng
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
.Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
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Temple University School of Medicine
The Ohio State University College of
Medicine
The Western Pennsylvania Hospital
Tulane University School of Medicine
Un. of California, Davis
UNAFFILATED
Univ, of Texas at Arlington School of
Nursing
Universidad del Valle de M6xico. Campus
Quer6taro.
Universite du Qu6bec d frois-Rividres
University Hospital Dresden
University Hospital Tuebingen, Tuebingen
Universtiy Medical School
University of Cincinnati Medical Center
University of Florida
Un iversity of Hertfordshire
University of lllinois at Chicago
University of lllinois College of Medicine at
Peoria
University of Louisville
Institute for Clinical Simulation and
Patient Safety
Clinical Skills Education and
Assessment Center
STAR Center
Tulane Center for Advanced Medical
Simulation & Team Training
Center for Virtual Care
SIMULATED INTERACTIVE
ADVANCED MEDICAL EDUCTION
CENTER
University of Texas at Arlington Smart
Hospital
United States Visit Vrew
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United
Kingdom
United States
United States
Visit
Website
Visit
VlLebsite
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
View
Listing
View
Listi0g
View
Listinq
View
Listing
Viqw
Listinq
View
Listing
Unidad de Simulacion. Universidad del Mexico
Valle de M6xico. Querdtaro
Clinique d'apprentissage en sciences Canada
infirmieres
lnterdisciplinary Medical Simulation Germany
Center
Center for Patient Safety and Germany
Simulation
Center for Competency Development & United States
Assessment
Center for Simulation Education and
Safety Research
Hertfordshire lntensive Care &
Emergency Simulation Centre
Dr Allan L and Mary L Graham Clinieal
Performance Center
Rager Clinical Skills Laboratory
Paris Simulation Center United States
Website
Visit
Website
Vist!
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Llsting
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Listing
Vew
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
University of Massachusetts Medical
School
University of Miami
University of Michigan Medical School
University of Minnesota Academic Health
Center
University of Minnesota Medical School
UMMS Simulation Center United States
University of Miami - Jackson Memorial United States
Hospital Center for Patient Safety
University of Michigan Clinical United States
Simulation Center
AHC Simulation Center/IERC United States
Simulation PeriOperative Resource for United States
Training And Learning
Russell D. and Mary B. Shelden United StatesUniversity of Missouri
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Clinical Simulation Center
University of Missouri - Columbia School of Russell D. and Mary B. Shelden
[vledicine Clinical Simulation Center
University of Munich Simulation & Training
University of Nebraska ttledical Center Sorrell Clinical Skills Labs
University of New England
United States
Germany
United States
Canada
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Wehsite
Visit
\4/ebsite
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
V!_sit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
vi-ew
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Llsting
View
Listing
View
Listinq
Vrew
Listinq
View
Listinq
VIew
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listing
University of North Dakota College of
nursing
University of Pennsylvania Health System
University of Pittsburgh
University of Queensland
University of South Carolina School of
Medicine
University of South Florida - USF Health
University of Texas at Houston [Vledieal
School
University of Toronto
University of Virginia
University of Washington
U niversity of Washington
University of Western Australia
Un iversitiitsklin ikum Erlangen
Upstate Medical University
USUHUS
University of New England Clinical United States
Simulation Program
University of North Dakota Learning United States
Resource Center
Penn Medicine Clinical Simulation United States
Center
Peter M Winter lnstitute for Simulation, United States
Education and Research
Queensland Health Skills Development Australia
Centre
Palmetto Heatth - USC School of United States
lVledicine Simulation Center
Center for Advanced Clinical Learning United States
Surgical & Clinical Skills Center United States Visit
Website
Canadian Simulation Centre
University of Virginia Medical
Simulation Center
lnstitution for Surgical and
I nterventional Sim ulation
lnstitution for Surgical and
I nterventional Simulation
Clinical Training and Education Centre Australia
Simulations- und Traininszentrum Germany
Emergency Medicine Simulation,
Technology, and Training Center
59th MDW Medical Simulation Branch
UTMB-Galveston Patient Simulation Center
Vanderbilt University School of Medicine Simulation Technologies Program,
Center for Experiential Learning and
Assessment
Center for Human Sirnulation and
Patient Safety
United States YrEjI
Website
View
Listing
Virginia Commonwealth University
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Wake Forest University Health Sciences Wake Forest UniversityBaptist Medical United States
Center Patient Sirnulation Laboratory
WakeMed Health & Hospitals WakeMed Medical Simulation Center United States
Washington Hospital Center SiTEL,CIinical Simulation Center United States
Virginia Commonwealth University
VU University Medical Center
Wright State University Department of
Emergency Medicine
Yale
Yale
Virginia Commonwealth University,
Sch of Nursing
Amsterdam Simulation Center
Center for lmmersive Medical
Education and Research
Simulation at Yale-New
Haven:Advancing Patient Safety and
Education
SYN:APSE
United States
United States
United States Visit View
Webstte Listing
United States
Netherlands
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
Visit
Website
View
Listing
visw
Listinq
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listinq
View
Listing
View
Listinq
Society for $imulation in Healthcare
Terms and conditions of use O 2001-20A9 SPLHost, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Appendix 2 - Examples of Nursing Education Grant Sources
Funding Agency Example of Projects Funded Contact Information
Agency for Healthcare
Research and Funding
http : tiw:vw. ahrq. govifund/
American Organization of
Nurse Executives Institute
for Patient Care Research &
Education.
2007 Faculty Grant. Improving
Patient Safety through
Physic ianll-iurs e Partnersh ips 
"
http :r u'wrvrv. aone.org/ e/iiist itutei ho me. htrn I
Health Resources and
S ervic es Adminish ation/
U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Resources
2047 Faculty Grant.
Technology-enhanced
Leaming in Graduate Nursing
(TELTGN)
HRSA - Health Resources
and Services Adminstration
Title VIII Nursing Workforce
Development programs.
httn ://wi.vrv. nursin qworld.orsi Especialh ForYourEducators/
NursinsWorkforceDevelopment.asDx
Multiple agencies listed on
Nursing Education Federal
Grants website.
Nurse Education, Practice and
Retention Grants.
hffp :l/wrvw. federal grantsrvire. com/n ursin g-education-
educ_aJj on -federa I -grants. htrn I
National Institutes of Health Studies of Clinical Outcomes
and Nursing Practice
httu : i/ grants . n ih. qo vr' qrants/ sraru!_ bati Lc; htm
National Institute for
Nursing Research
http ://wwrv"n inr. ni h. goviRes earchAndFundinsrD E Al OEP I
Fundi ng0pporlun i t i esi de fau lt. htnr
National League for
Nwsing and Laerdal
Msdical
Designing and Implementing
Models for the Innovative Use
of Simulation To Teach
Nursing Care of III Adults and
Children: A National, Multi-
Site, Multi-Method Study
http : //rvrvw . n I n. orgiresearclvi ndex. h tm
and
http : r/wrvrv. laerdal. com;'d oc I 3 67 33070/Educational -
Services.html
Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation
Quality and Safety Education
for Nurses (QSEN)
h ttp : //ww w. rw i f. orqlgrantsi
U.S. Dept. of Health and
Human Resotuces
http ://www. grants. gov/
U.S. Labor Dept Preparation of workers for
careers in health care and other
hieh gowth professions.
http : i/wrv w'. do I eta. so v/ qIAl tUl200 Serants. c fm
76
http : i/ww'w'. hhs. gov,/grants/

THE UNITARY, SELF.ORGANIZIXIG F'IE,LD EMBEDT}EI} II\ A LARGER
SELF-ORGAMZING FIELD
(l.,lewman, Sime, & Corcoran-Perry, 1991, p.4)
''CONSCIOUSNESS IS COEXTENSTVE IN TI{E UNIVERSE AND RESIDES
IN ALL MATTER" (Newman, 1986. p. 33), BUT AT DIFFERENT LEVELS.
PERSONS ARE
CEI'{TERS OF
EXPANDING
CONSCIOUSNESS
WITHIN AN
OVEBALL
PATTERN OF
EXPANDING
CONSCIOUSNESS.
(Iiewman, 1986,
p, 31)
F{
P. Torkkola
HEALTH [S CO]{SIDERED Ai]i ri\iDIYIDUAL, PERS0NAL PROCESS.
THE OVERALL PATTERN OF EXPANDING CONSCIOUSNESS
IS, ONE OF. EVOLVING, TO A HIGHER. LEVEI..
\
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Appendix 4 - Caring in the Human Health Experience
CARING IN THE HUMAN HEALTH EXPERIENCE
(Tomey & Alligood, 2006, p.a99)
{!Y \...
Nurse perceives patterns
in patient's stories or sequence
of events (Newman, L987, p. 500)
4. PATTENT
EXPERIENCES
EXPANDED
CONSCIOUSNESS.
Professional lets go of control of
control and respects client's choices.
#'".
1. NURSE PARTNERS
WITH EDUCATOR.
3. NURSE PARTNERS WITH
PATIENT AHD PROVIDES
CARE ACCORDING TO
OBSERVED PATTERNS.
NURSE EXPERIENCES
EXPAN DI NG CON SCIOUSN ESS
AS A RESULT OF PARTNERSHIP
WITH NURSE EDUCATOR.
78
P. Torkkola
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Appendix 5
HEDGEHOG COHCEPT
UMHC, FAIRVTEW CE|\,TER FOR IUURSING ART$ AND SCIEI{CES
WHAT YOU ARE
DEEPLY
PASSIONATE
ABOUT
coLLrNs' (2oo1)
HEDGEHOG
CONCEPT
WHAT YOU CAN BE
THE BEST IN THE
WORLD AT
WHAT DRIVES
YOUR RESOURCE
EHGIf{E?
UMMC, FAIRVIEW
CENTER FOR
NURSING
ARTS AND
SCIENCES .
ADAPTATION
OF HEDGEHOG
COHCEPT
CARING IH THE
HUMAN HEALTH
EXPERIENCE
(I{ewman, 1994,
p. 139)
TRANSFORMATIVE
LEARNING
(Newman, 2008, p,74)
PROFIT PER
EMPLOYEE
ptorkkola 8/2OOg
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Appendix 6
PROFIT PER EMPLOYEE - Pay-for-Ferformance Template
Pay-for-Pedorrnrnce beg[ns at the end of the firstyear anniversary of employmentwithlJMMC, Fainriew.
Employees flre expef,ttd to have read and undcrstmd the firll dehih for participation in tte progrsm.
Curcnt Fairview Performance Review must accompany this documentrtion.
Employeename:
Today's r}rfp.
Employee Background
l. Educotion History/Certilicafions or degrces obtained:
2. Years of prcvious herltlrcare sxperienc€:_ Previons roles (NA, RN, EMTr Paramedic)_
3. Current certiflcation in (circle all thrt apply) BLS - Erp. Drte_ ACLS - Exp. Drte_
Otler certificstions:
Orientation History (Complete only if in past year)
l Length oforientstion (central and unit orientation)in hours:.-
2. Remediatlon during this time? If so, how many hours?
Performance History/Profcssional Accountahility
Utilizing a professlonrl portfolio for accurtte record keeping, otrswer the following qumtions ar they rdete to the past year.
Records are subject to rcndom audiB.
l. Totrl of ertrr shifh worked 4 hours_ I houn_ 12 houn_
2. Do you work rhrrge e t leort holf of your schedutd shlfrr? Yes No
3, Numbcr of new employmr preceptcd _
4. Coahct hourr urnrd for clrsses attendcd _
3. Currcrt memberuhlp ln the followlng prrfe*lonel orgeulzaHon
6. Currently involved ln tbe following Frirriew groups or tsf,ms. Attends meetingB on n regulnr
7. Professionsl conferences
8. Totrl time spent in Flursing Center
9. Journrls for which r subscription is
for Arts and Sciences' educrtion and trrining , Record *tteched here?_
10. Classes taught within UMMC, Frlrview in prrt
I I. Do you currently crnT professlonal llablllty insursnce? Yes No
I2. Are you currtntly enrolled ln *n educationnl program? Yes No If yes, in whst ltrstltution or
13. Proctice concerns as identilied by filed reports, matrnger
14. Remediation required over past yerr? Yes No
ptorkkola E/2009
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Appendix 7
UMMC, FAIRVIEW's INVESTMENT'IN ITS REGISTEEED NURSES
Upon subrmission of the Frofit Per Employee documentation, LJMI*IC,Fairview will review
its annual investment in the nurse and deterrnine whether or Rot a henus is to be pald"
Ermployee name; - _ Employee nuxnber:_
Date ofRevirwl Reviewer name:
UPON HIRE;
tiMMC, Fairview agrces to provide a full central and umit orientation to the registered nurse (RN).
Orientation duration will depend upon the rccommendation of unit educfltors ard managens.
If the cmployee is hired as a casual employee and over thc course of thr first year, does not meet
the requiremtuts for availability, competency completion, or opetr shifts worked, the RN will be charged
for the amount of the orientation time invested in the nurse, If at six months of time orientatior materials
are not completed or the rxpectations inherent in a cssual status are not met, eollection of the costs will begin.
UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF ORIENTATION AND PROBATIONARY PERIOD:
UIVIMC, Fairvitw agrees to provide the RN with acc€ss to the Nursing Center for Arts and Sciences.
Access will be allowed flt flRy time and cnabled by a securify card.
Itt addition, each year, UMMC, Fairview will allow the RN to be paid up to a total of $750.00 for education
obtaincd within or outside of Fairview as long as it directly relates to the RNs profession*l nursing practice.
The allowarce may also be used to be paid for time in the center. No overtime will be paid.
If the RN does not use tht full allowance of $750.00 by the end of the one year period, tbe bnlsncc will be forfeited by the nurse.
ON AN ANNT-IAL BASIS:
tiMMC, Fairview will review the Fairuiew Performnnce Review, the Profit Per Emptoyee
documentation, and documented recommendations from fellow staff rnd patients. Based on thc
information provided and utilizing r standardized decision making process,
a determination will be madt as to u'hether or not the RN qualilies for a borus.
Decisions will he basrd on testimonials from fellow staff and patierts which show evidence for a
direct relationship between the RNs actiotrf and factors such as:
a.) A pntieut's deercased lengh of stay
b.) A patient's expanded consciousness secondary to the RN's care.
Experiences of expaneled consciousness would be determined by a patient's recollection of a breakthrough
or life-changing insight which through the nurre's work with pattern recognition, positivcly changed how the
illness or injury was interpreted aild dealt with.
ptorkkola 8/2009
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